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Chapter 1 Introduction and Terms
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PURPOSE AND USE OF THE MANUAL

The revised Manual of Planning, Budgeting, and Monitoring Procedures is written and
designed for the users' convenience. The order of the chapters is consistent with the
chronology of the annual Planning and Budgeting Calendar issued each January, which ran
be found in the beginning of this Manual. The calendar can be used as a checklist for
completing the steps in the Planning, Budgeting, and Monitoring ;PBM) process. Exact dates
on the yearly Planning and Budgeting Calendar may be different by a week or two from the
suggested start and completion dates in the chapters. That is because the chapters are
generic while the calendar is specific to a particular fiscal year. The flow charts of major
events in planning, budgeting, and monitoring, the step-by-step instructions in each chapter,
and the forms and examples are additio-lal aids for users. The ease with which chapters can
be used separately or together suits the needs of both seasoned and new NTID employees
such as:

veteran administrators who need to review some facets of the planning, budgeting,
and monitoring system;

administrators who are new to NTID or to management;

faculty and staff members who want to become familiar with NTID's planning,
budgeting, and monitoring system.

The Manual begins with chapters that explain why NTID plans as it does, i.e., a bottom-up
planning process that is influenced by Federal legisl ion, the budgeting process, and
consequently by NTID's Goals and Basic Responsibilities, planning principles, and by an
annual Guiaance Paper written by the director, dean and associate vice president.

Thereafter, chapters outline the logical development of NTID's tactical, or one-year planning
process, and the resulting products and activities.

NT1D Manual o Plan ,ins, Budgeting. and lAonlioring Procedures. 1985 1-1



Those chapters that discuss products (e.g., Mission Profile, Budget System Planning Form,
etc.) and activities (e.g., Interdivisional Planning, Monitoring of Mission Profiles and Budgets,
etc.) are designed identically for easy reference:

Start and Completion Dates give the user an idea of how much time is needed to
complete a particular product or planning step;

Description and Purpose quickly introduce the reader to what the product or activity is
and why it is to be completed; ,,

Process explains where and how each product or activity fits into the overall planning,
budgeting, and monitoring process;

Author/Supervisor explains who is responsible for completing the activity or product;

Preparation guides the user through the details of each step (for example, writing a report
or adjusting a budget); and

Reminders are just that, some additional points that will help the reader carry out the
paperwork and meetings essential to the efficient operation of NTID.
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ABOUT THE PLANNING, BUDGETING, AND MONITORING (PBM) PROCESS

The NTID PBM process has been developed around three themes.

First, the PBM process is participatory and cooperative; it encourages individual and
group participation in the department's, division's, and school's planning. These key
prerequisites for successful planning allow people to individually and collectively aid in
developing the plan of NTID and also feel ownership of it. Cooperation and participation
across divisions are essential to NT1D's success.

Second, the PBM process is concrete; it results in plans and budgets that emphasize
specific measurable outcomes that are called objectives and strategies, which are stated in
sr.!.cific terms. They are never inflexible; the best plans are always flexible and the best
planners are alert to those times when objectives should be changed.

Third, the PBM process is a cyclical operation consisting of developing, monitoring,
updating, and refining plans and budgets with deliberate use of essential data as the
basis.

The following flow charts, "The NTID Planning, Budgeting, and Monitoring Flow Chart" arid
"How the Federal Government's and NTID's Budget Processes Work Together," show how
part of this process unfolds within a two-year time frame.

1.3
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HOW THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S
AND NTID'S BUDGET PROCESSES WORK
TOGETHER

NTID's planning and budgeting process is tied directly to that of the
Federal government; it is complex. At all times, NTID is working on a
three-year budgeting cycle: implemznting the current year's budget,
taking the coming year's budget through the steps outlined below, and
establishing enrollment targets and funding requirements for the out
year (two years hence). This flow chart shows the process of planning
and budgeting within the Federal government and between NTID and
Congress

JUNE through SEPTEMBER: the Department of
Education reviews all budget requests

N77D submits fY87 Budget Requeu to the
Department of Education in June

/1-- ----I

SEPTEMBER: Department of Educe ion submits the
budget to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

SEPTEMBER through NOVEMBER: Office of
Management and Budget reviews all requests for
depanments, agendes, and programs.

DECEMBER: Office of Management and Budget
approves the NTID budget and submits it to the
Presidenn as part of the overall budget

LATE JANUARY: President sends his budget to
Congress directly after his State of the Union address.

FEBRUARY through early MARCH: House and
Senate Budget Committees hold hearings on the budget

MARCH 15: Legaladve committes make
recommendations to the budget committees on
spending for areas under their jurisdictions

MARCH through APRIL: House and Senate
appropriations subcommittees hold hearings.

_;.
MARCH through early APRIL Budget committee
draw up plans to set overall spending totals and
ceilings for 21 functions of government.

APRIL 15: Budget committees send proposed budget
resolutions to the House and Senate.

10

N77D responds to questions from fir!
Department of Education

N77D responds to questions from OMB

L

TiN77D goes before the House and Senate
appropriations subcommittees (Labor,
Health and H .man Services) to answer
questions and support budget requests.
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APRIL IS to MAY IS: House and Senate pass
separate versions of budget resolution Differences zre
Ironed out in a conference committee

MAY IS: Congress passes first budget resolution,
which sets budget authorization upper limits for the
amount of funds that Congress may appropriate for
any program. No Presidential signature required.

MAY through S'FTEMBEIL Funding leveis for
specific departme..s, agencies, and programs are
established (using guidelines from budget committees
and information from hearings) by the House and
Senate appropriations subcommittees The funding
levels are then approved by the full committee, then
by the House and Senate Differences between the
House and Senate are ironed out in conference
committees and final appropriations
and signed by the President.

OCTOBER I: Federal fiscal year begins. For those I
agencies whose appropriations bills have not been
passed. Congress passes a "continuing resolution,"
wh.ch allows them to continue operating, usually at
prevklus year's spending levels.

unpkrnents FY87 budget

Perna:won was given by the Moloch ol Higher Ed .wtion to use 'How the Maw Process Works In Theory." 10/23/115
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GLOSSARY

The Glossary consists of the terms used in the Manual that are specific to NTID.

Activity Plan An Activity Plan is a planning tool that is used by individuals when
developing their objectives and activities for the coming fiscal year.
These activities can be included in the statement of expectations on
the personnel appraisal form.

Administrator This term includes assistant and associate deans, directors,
chairpersons, and managers.

Budget Officer

Budget Planning
Form (BPF)

A Budget Officer is the person in each department who has been
designated by the assistant or associate dean or director to be
responsible for all department budget activities.

The BPF is a computer list of all expense items that comprise a
current year's budget. It also is used as a worksheet on which
adjustments for the coming year's budget are made by a
department's chairperson or budget officer.

Career Development One of the three major organizational units of NTID, Career
Programs (CDP) Development Programs (CDP) is comprised of the major academic

divisions responsible for undergraduate programs, research, and
educational support services.

Control Numbers At the beginning of each planning cycle, projected budget guidelines
including dollar and head count limits are provided to each
organizational unit. These guidelines are called Control Numbers.

Controllable Expense Budgeted funds may be transferred among Controllable Expense line
items by the budget officer after the necessary changes have been
authorized by assistant or associate deans or directors. Examples
are office supplies, telephone, work-study, and travel.

Department Statement The Department Statement is a financial report that is distributed
monthly to all departments. It shows both the current month and
year-to-date department expenditures by line item. The budget officer
regularly compares the Department Statement with the department's
budget to assess how many dollars are still available.

Director's Office One of the three major organizational units of NTID, the Director's
Office has executive authority for the entire Institute and for
interacting with external agencies. It includes the Division of Public
Affairs and the Office of Integrative Research.

Expense Comparison This report is an overview of a di%ision's or school's and its
Report departments' spending patterns by line item over a three-year period.

1.5
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Equipment Request The Equipment Request F0,771 is used by departments to support
Form requests for new or replacement equipment. It is submitted to the

assistant and associate deans and directors, and to the Dean of CDP
and the Associate Vice President of TAP.

Guidance Paper

Mission Profile

The Guidance Paper, written by the Institute Director, Dean, and
Associate Vice President, is the formal vehicle for providing a focus
for the planning process. !t is presented to the staff in January.

A Mission Profile defines what each organizational unit plans to
accomplish in the coming fiscal year. One means of developing the
Mission Profile i! the use of Activity Plans. Mission Profiles are
organized into objectives and strategies within each of the five NTID
Processes.

Mission Statement A Mission Statement clarifies the long term responsibilities of an
organizational unit. It defines why the unit exists.

New Project A New Project Proposal is a request for resources for major new
Proposal activities that require additional resources beyond those established

by control numbers for a department's, division's, or school's budget.

Noncontrollable Budgeted funds can be transferred among Noncontrollable Expense
Expense line items only by NTID executive administrators. Noncontrollable

Expenses consist mainly of permanent personnel accounts and fringe
benefits.

NTID Budget Report The Budget Repor: is the coming fiscal year's NTID working budget.

NTID Processes

Jblective

Out Year

Plan of Work

Program Change
Memo (PCM)

1-6

The major functions of NTID are divided into five basic Processes:

Career Development, Research, Training, Information Dissemination,
and Management.

An objective is a description of the desired end result. It defines what
is to be accomplished. It is measurable.

The fiscal year following the coming fiscal year, ' e., the year that is
two years hence is called the Out Year.

An older version o; the Activity Plan, individuals may use the Plan

of Work format to detail their objectives and activities.

The Program Change Memo (PCM) is used to document the transfer
of money from one line item to another when it appears that there
are not sufficient budget dollars in a line item to meet expenses for
the remainder of the fiscal year; dollars may be deducted from
another line item and added to a deficient line item.

16
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Quarterly Expense
Analysis Report

The Quarterly Expense Analysis Report is distributed four times a
year to each department and is used to compare the current year's
expenditures to those of the previous year.

Strategic Plan A Strategic Plan, or long-range plan, outlines the future institutional
direction two or more years hence and supports the budget request
submitted to the Federal government.

Strategy A Strategy is a concise, measurable statement of the activity(ies)
necessary to achieve an objective. A Strategy is how an objective will
be met.

Supplemental Funds A Supplemental Funds Request is a written request made by
Request assistant and associate deans to the Dean of CDP, or by the directors

to the Associate Vice President of TAP for additional dollars required
to meet current objectives and strategies.

Tactical Plan The Tactical Plan is the annual operational plan detailed in the
Mission Profiles and budgets for the coming fiscal year.

Technical Assistance One of the three major organizational units of NTID, TAP is
Program (TAP) comprised of the major support divisions of the Institute:

Management Services, Planning and Evaluation, Instructional Design
and Evaluation, Career Opportunities, and the Educational Specialist
for the Deaf Program.

16



Chapter 2 Planning and Budgeting Calendar
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The Planning and Budgeting Calendar is a listing of the specific activities, products, and
completion dates that comprise the planning and budgeting process.

A yearly calendar is issued with the exact due dates, which change slightly from year to
year as changes in the academic year occur.

The purpose of the calendar is to inform administrators and others of the responsibilities
they have during the planning and budgeting cycle, and to allow them to schedule
necessary planning activities.

The calendar is proposed by the Division of Planning and Evaluation early in the academic
year with input from the dean, associate vice president, and the administrators of schools
and divisions. Changes in the calendar also occur is a result of information from the
evaluation of the previous year's planning and budgeting process.

REMINDERS:

File a copy cf the current year's Planning and Budgeting Calendar in this section of the
PBM Maaual.

Distribute copies of the calendar to faculty and staff members for their information and
use.

NTID Manual of Planning, Budgeting, and Mcnitoring Procedures, 1985
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ACTIVITY

Update and revise FY86

Mission Profile and Budget

Review and analyze
year-end program and
financial reports

Discuss ideas and
concerns for the coming
fiscal year

is

1

PLANNING and BUDGETING CALENDAR
F787

DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDANCE PAPER

PURPOSE WHO PRODUCT OR OUTCOME COMPLETE BY

Assure that start of year Assistant/Associate Deans/ Final FY86 CDP/TAP/DPA 9/1/85

Mission Profile and Budget Directors Mission Profile and Budget
are current

Identify trends and
implications

Provide areas a focus
for the Guidance Paper

Clarcq, De Caro, Serve,
Skobjak, Craven

Program and fiscal briefings 10/30/85

with Assistant/Associate
Deans/Directors

Director/Dean/Associate V.P./ Draft of Guidance Paper 12/17/85

Assistant/Associate Deans/
Directors

19



ACTIVITY

Conduct All-Staff Meeting/
State of the Institute Address

Distribute packets with
Planning and Budgeting
procedures and instructions,
current Budget Planning
Forms (BPS)

Hold planning meetings
with faculty/staff members

Prepar' for Interdivisional
Plannirg with Managers/
Chairpersons

20

DEVELOPMENT OF MISSION PROFILES AND BUDGETS

PURPOSE WHO

Present FY87 Guidance Castle
Paper

Begin planning process
and clarify final aspects
of procedures

Draft individual
Activity F'ans

Begin discussions of
department Mission
Profiles/Budgets

Refine and consolidate
division and school support Directon
needs

Serve, Skobjak

Managers/Chairpersons

Assistant/Associate Deans/

PRODUCT OR OUTCOME COMPLETE BY

Institute-wide understanding 1/7/86

of planning issues for FY87

Departments receive
planning and budgeting
materials

,

Preliminary ideas and
notes for FY87 Department
Mission Profiles and
techni-21 support needs
from other divisions

1/24/86

2/3/86

Consolidated statement of 2/24/86

support needs
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ACTIVITY

Begin Interdivisional
Planning Meetings
with consumers and
providers of support services

INTERDIVLSIONAL PLANNING

PURPOSE

Define what services are
needed by divisions
and schools

WHO

Hopkins,* Franco, Assistant
Deans

Franco, Carroll, Directors/
Assistant/Associate Deans

Hurwitz, Stuck less, McKee,
Assistant/Associate Deans

Smith, EAC

Carroll, Franco, Assistant/
Associate Deans

PRODUCT/OUTCOME BEGIN BY

Understanding of what 2/24/86
support is requested from
service divisions

Placement/Recruitment
Support

Publicity
Publication
Marketing, and Events Support

Educational Research/
Development

Management Support

Instructional Technology/
Development

* The underlined individuals call and chair their respective Interdivisional Planning meetings and are responsible for reporting back to meeting
participants on completed plans and budgets.
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ACTIVITY

Chairpersons of Interdivi-
sional Planning hold
meetings with staff members

Report back to Intr,divisional
Planning meeting partici-
pants and to the Dean
and Associate V.P.

24

INTERDIVISIONAL PLANNING

PURPOSE

Incorporate agreements

Clarify what levels of
support can and cannot be
provided

WHO

Smith, Serve,
selected RIT staff

Clarcq, Serve,
Skobjak, Smith

Newell, Lang, Allen,
Integrated Training Group

Hurwitz, Gil lies, Assistant/
Associate Deans

Clarcq, Stuck less, Walter

PRODUCT/OUTCOME COMPLETE BY

institutional Services

Support of Dean's Office

Training/Professional
Development and Faculty
Development

Interpreting Services

Institutional Research Continues into
June

Chairpersons of Interdivisional Understanding of services 3/10/86 (begin)
Pluming to be provided

Chairpersons of Interdivi-
sional Planning

A one to two page report 3 /17/86
that includes:
1. what services will be

provided within control
dollars

2. what services may be
provided if additional
resources become available

3. what services will not
be provided

25



COMPLETION O' SCHOOL AND DIVISION MISSION Pr3FILES/BUDGET PLANNING FORMS/EQUIPMENT REQUESTS

ACTIVITY PURPOSE WHO PRODUCT/OUTCOME COMPLETE BY

Conduct meetings with Trip lete Department Managers/Chairpersons Completed Department 3/21/86
faculty/staff members assion Profiles/Budget Mission Profiles/Budget

Planning Forms Planning Forms/Equipment
Requests

Synthesize Department Generate initial Mission Assistant/Associate Deans/ Mission Profiles, BPFs, and 4/4/86

Mission Profiles/Budgets into Profiles and BPFs for Director.; Equipment Requests for
Division/School Mission divisions/schools divisions and schools,
Profiles /Budgets

Submit BPFs to Division of Generate updated Budget Assistant/Associate Deans Updated BPFs 4/9/36

Planning and Evaluation for FY87 Directors

Submit Division/School Support budgets and Assistant/Associate Dear I Completed FY87 division/ 4/9/86
Mission Statements,
Mission Profiles, and

prepare CDP/
TAP/DPA Mission Profiles

Directors school Mission Profiles

Equipment Requests to Dean
and Associate V.P.

25



ACTIVITY

Break out NTID Budget Report
and send sections to division
and school administrators

Defend Mission Profiles/
Equipment Requests/Budgets
at Individual Hearings and
request supplemental funds

Present CDP/TAP/DPA
Budgets and Equipment
Requests to NTID Budget
Committee

Prepare proposed FY88
budget based on enroll-
ment targets and FY87
plan

APPROVAL FOR FY87 MISSION PROFILES AND BUDGETS

PURPOSE

Opportunity for admini-

WHO

Division of Planning and
strators to check the accuracy Evaluation
of NTID Budget Report
computer printouts

Accept or increase Budgets
and accept Mission Profiles,
Equipment Requests

Dean/Assistant/Associate
Deans/Directors/Associate
V.P.

Review FY87 Mission Profiles Executive Directors/
and Budgets for the Institute staff support

Establish FY88 funding
request within Dept. of
of Education guidelines

PRODUCT/OUTCOME COMPLETE BY

NTID Budget Report
(Line Item Budgets)

4/16/86

Final Draft of Mission Profiles/ 5/9/86
Budgets and Equipment
Requests for CDP/TAP/DPA

Recommended FY87 Mission 5/16/86
Profiles, Budgets, and lists of
Equipment Requests

Clarcq, De Caro, Thompson, Institutional budget for 5/23/86
Serve, Hopkins FY88

Present proposed FY88 Preliminary review of FY88 Castle, Thompson
NTID Budget to RIT Division Budget Request
of Finance staff members

Present FY88 NTID
Budget to RIT Budget
Committee

Distribute "final Draft

1>) of P: ..JP/TAP/DPA
C:3 Mission Profiles

Review I. 138 Budget
Request for RIT

Castle, Thompson

Provide an understanding All administrators
of activities planned for FY87

Understanding of FY88 5/30/86
Budget Submission

Approved FY88 Budget 6/4/86
Submission

CDP/TAP/DPA
Mission Profiles

6/11/86
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IMPLEMENTATION OF FY87 PLANS AND BUDGETS

ACTIVITY PURPOSE WHO PRODUCT/OUTCOME COMPLETE BY

Complete FY88 3udget
Submission and send to

Secure operational
funding for FY88

Castle, Thompson FY88 Budget Submission 6/11/86

Federal government

Share Plans/Budgets Provide an understanding Castle to EAC 6/30/86
for FY87 of FY87 budgets and

decisions that were made
Assistant/Associate
Deans to Chairpersons
Directors to Managers
Chairpersons/Managers to
Faculty/Staff members

Update of FY87 NTID Mission Ensure accuracy of Assistant and Associate Deans/ Final FY87 NTID Mission 8/30/86
Profile and FY87 Budget
Report (Line Item Budgets)

Start of Year Mission Profile
and Budget

Directors Profile and Budget

3i
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Chapter 3 NTID Goals and Responsibilities

UDDDLJDLJLJLJLILJDLJ

Programs and services for deaf R1T students are designed to respond to eight basic
responsibilities that were extrapolated from the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare Policies, Guidelines and Application Procedures for NT1D. These goals were
endorsed by the NT1D National Advisory Group in 1967. Referred to as the Eight P -sic
Responsibilities of NT1D they are:

1. To offer postsecondary deaf students the opportunity to prepare for nd pursue semi-
professional and professional level educational programs in science, technology, and
applied arts that will lead to successful employment in business, education,
government, and industry.

2. To provide special support services, within an institution of higher learning, that
facilitate and encourage deaf students to achieve a high degree of personal, social,
and cultural development.

3. To encourage qualified deaf students to pursue graduate studies at R1T or elsewhere.

4. To conduct research into the occupational and employment-related aspects of
deafness.

5. To develop and evaluate new and imaginative instructional technology for application
in the education of deaf students.

6. To conduct training programs, seminars, and short courses relating to deafness for
RIT personnel, for graduate students preparing to work professionally with deaf
persons, and for other special groups.

7. To disseminate information regarding current NT1D practices concerning curriculum,
courses of study, special services, and research findings related to those offering
programs for deaf children and to the R1T educational community.

8. To develop and modify the educational specifications, to design and construct the
facilities, to procure the equipment, and to develop and maintain the staff necessary
to meet the objectives of NT1D:

NTID Manual of Planning, Budgeting, and Monitoring Procedures, 1985 32 3-1



Chapter 4 Planning Principles
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Planning, budgeting, and monitoring at NTID are governed by several operating principles:

1. Every member of the NTID staff will be given the opportunity to be involved in the
planning effort, in an appropriate manner.

2. Every member of the professional staff and faculty, by planning with the appropriate
immediate supervisor, will jointly determine what his or her responsibilities will be for
the current planning period and will design a professional growth plan.

3. All planning will be output oriented.

4. Within the planning process, statements of need or problems should be based on
verifiable data; objectives for meeting needs snuthi be measurable; and strategies for
accomplishing the stated objectives should be realistic.

5. Within established constraints, strategic and tactical plans will be the primary determinant
of budget, not vice versa.

6. These plans will be the basis of monitoring.

7. These plans will be one of the primary bases of staff appraisals.

8. All plans will have a clear relationship to at least one of the Eight Basic Responsibilities
of NTID.

Administrators should refer to these Planning Principles throughout the planning and
budgeting process in order to guide their internal planning operations.

NTID Manual of Planning. Budgeting. and Monitoring Procedures, 1965 33 4-1



Chapter 5 Strategic Planning
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SUGGESTED START DATE

Continual

DESCRIPTION

Strategic Planning is a process by which schools and divisions collect and analyze data to
facilitate comprehensive, long-term decision making. It is outside-in planning that is attuned
to external conditions as well as internal strengths and opportunities.

Strategic Planning needs to be an integral part of all academic and administrative planning
deliberations, and resulting long-term policy decisions are to be reflected in Mission
Statements and Mission Profiles.

PURPOSE

The purpose of StratPlic Planning is to prepare for academic and fiscal shifts by looking
ahead and analyzing the new environments (economic, technological, academic) and the
new clienteles.

NTID administrators must constantly evaluate the Institute and its programs to determine
where each will Lie in the next three to five years. In this way, NTID can maintain relevant
and viable programs and services for deaf students and others. Strategic Planning allows
schools and divisions to maintain flexibility, to be positive in responding to change, and to
implement strategies in an orderly and comprehensive fashion.

PROCESS

Strategic Planning should occur continually throughout the year as information about various
external and internal trends becomes available. This information may come from several
sources: the National Advisory Group, Program Advisory Committees, institutional research
projects, program evaluations, professional associations, and others.

NTID Manual of Planning. Budgeting. and Monitoring Procedures. 1985
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AUTHOR /SUPERVISOR

Assistant and associate deans and directors initiate Strategic Planning in their schools and
divisions. The Division of Planning and Evaluation can advise administrators in this long-
range planning process.

PREPARATION
,

This may vary among schools and divisions. However. Strategic Planning has three major
phases: data collection and analysis; evaluation of alternatives; and decision making.
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Chapter 6 Guidance Paper

II CI CI CI CI CI CI El El CI CI

SUGGESTED START DATE

Early November

COMPLETION DATE

Late December

DESCRIPTION

The annual Guidance Paper is the NTH) formal vehicle that provides a focus for the coming
fiscal year's planning and budgeting process and for major activities throughout the Institute.
This document contains planning guidelines and assumptions. The Guidance Paper
highlights the issues to which the executive administration expects the schools and divisions
devote special attention. It also contains financial parameters for the coming fiscal year. It
reflects national trends in areas such as education, demographics, technology, legislation,
and federal budgets.

PURPOSE

The Guidance Paper provides direction and parameters for assistant and associate deans,
directors, chairpersons, and managers to use in their planning and budgeting.

PROCESS

The Guidance Paper is prepared in late Fall. A summary of the paper is presented by the
Director at the All-Staff Meeting in early January when the State of the Institute address is
delivered. Copies of the paper then are distributed to the entire staff as the kick-off to the
annual planning and budgeting process. At the same time, packets of planning and
budgeting materials are distributed to all administrators. Included in the packet are a set of
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instructions, the Institute's Guidance Paper, Expense Comparison Reports, the Division's
Mission Profiles, and Budget System Planning Forms (BPFs). The information contained in
these materials is the foundation on which planning and budgeting for the coming fiscal

year (October 1 - September 30) is based.

Staff members should refer to the Guidance Paper as they begin writing their Activity Plans.
The issues identified in the Guidance Paper also influence the entire planning and
budgeting process in such areas as Interdivisional Planning, the development of Mission

Profiles and Budget Planning Fornris, and New Project Proposals, which are explained in

detail in the following chapters.

AUTHOR/SUPERVISOR

The Director of NTID, the dean, and associate vice president co-author the Guidance Paper.

PREPARATION

In discussions with the dean and associate vice president, the assistant and associate deans
and directors submit ideas and concerns for the coming fiscal year, based on an assessment
of national trends and events and institutional conditions. The director, dean, and associate
vice president prepare a draft Guidance Paper from those discussions. It then is reviewed by
the assistant and associate deans and directors before being distributed to staff members.

REMINDERS

All staff members should review the Guidance Paper before writing their Activity Plans

for the coming fiscal year.

Mission Profiles sho'ild reflect the issues raised in the Guidance Paper.

A copy of the Guidance Paper should be filed in this section of the PBM Manual.
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Chapter 7 Activity Plan

SUGGESTED START DATE

Beginning of January

COMPLETION DATE

Mid-February

DESCRIPTION

The Activity Plan, a one-page form, is written by faculty and staff members to define their
objectives and strategies for the coming year. Each completed form is an outline of what
that individual intends to accomplish and why. When a faculty or staff member's position
consists of diverse projects and tasks, he or she completes more than one Activity Plan
form. Once completed, Activity Plans are used by managers and department chairpersons as
the basic planning tool for developing department Mission Profiles and budgets.

PURPOSE

Activity Plans serve four important purposes:

1. One of NTID's objective is to have administrators develop approaches that promote
faculty and staff involvement in the tactical (short-term) planning process. Activity Plans
provide one opportunity for managers to involve faculty and staff in department planning.

2. Activity Plans provide basic information about individual objectives and activities that are
included in the department Mission Profile.

3. Activity Plans can be used as an integral part of the personnel appraisal process;
strategies on Activity Plans become part of the list of expected outcomes on Performance
Appraisal forms.

4. Those projects and activities written in Activity Plans that require assistance from other
divisions are used for lnterdivisional Planning.
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PROCESS

The process of developing Activity Plans begins with discussions among colleagues and
supervisors about proposed department objectives and the collection of information relevant
to each individual's involvement in the the coming year's activities. Although this effort
could begin in December, the further development of Activity Plans would occur after
all staff members and faculty receive the Guidance Paper (beginning of January) that
establishes the guidelines and assumptions to be used in planning.

,
After completion, department staff members' Activity Plans are summarized in a draft of the
department's Mission Profile. This establishes a preliminary list of projects that require
assistance from other divisions. With this done, Interdivisional Planning can begin.

AUTHOR/SUPERVISOR

Individual faculty and staff members should draft Activity Plans in consultation with their
supervisors.

PREPARATION

To be most useful for planning arid budgeting, Activity Plans should include both ongoing
activities and new activities or special projects undertaken in response to the issues and
focus for the Institute as set forth in the Guidance Paper. (See Chapter 6.)

Usually, descriptions of ongoing activities need to be updated on Activity Plans only when a
new thrust or shift in a department's programs occurs. For example, an Activity Plan that
outlines an individual's counseling load might be rewritten only if the demand for
counseling services changes.

The three descriptive sections of the Activity Plan are: 1. the assessment of the Current
Situation and Need; 2. the Objectives of the activity or project; and 3. the Strategies to be
used to meet the Objectives.

1. The Current Situation and Need section requires a brief statement establishing the
reasons for the activity or special project, i.e., the problems it addresses, or the need it
will serve. This statement should identify which of the five NTID Processes this Activity
Plan involves. In the case of ongoing activities (e.g., courses that continue to be
offered), this section may not need to be revised each year.

2. The Objectives section includes a list of the desired end results of the plan. It describes
what is sought by this effort or activity. Examples of objectives are:

a. To provide instruction in data processing for business careers students;

b. To assess the adequacy of NTID curriculum in preparing individuals for job entry.
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3. TIT Strategies section includes concise statements of the major activities that will
achieve the objectives. These statements are descriptive and provide measurable
outcomes by explaining specifically how 'he objectives will oe accomplished. Examples
of strategies for Objective 2.a. (above) follow:

Teach a three-credit-hour course in logical problem solving with computers.

Teach two three-credit-hour courses in fundamentals L! computer operations.

Examples of strategies for Objective 2.b. (above) follow:

Design, develop, and conduct a research survey of employers of KIID alumni.

Summarize the data and present a report to the NTID Curriculum Committee fot
use in improving programs.

REMINDERS

Department chairpersons show' review the NTID Plannirg Principles (Chapter 4)
before they begin working with staff members on Activity Plans and the ensuing
planning and budgeting process.

If a person's lob requires shailar activities (e.g., teaching various courses), these
activities are included on a single Activity Plan form (an effort should be made to
consolidate as many similar activities as possible on a single ictivity Plan). If activities
are less similar (e.g. teaching and research) the' e written on separate forms.
Typically, individuals have only three Activity I s. For example, a faculty member
may have one Activity Plan for teaching, one fc_ a research project, and one for a
curriculum development project.

In exceptional cases, a person might have as many as six Activity Plans. For example,
a professional staff member may have one for training, one for a research project, one
for a development project, one for marketing activities, and so on.

When appropriate, supervisors may ask their staff members to attach budgets to their
Activity Plans to help construct the nroposed department budget.

In some departments, Activity Plans may have to be rewritten each year only for ne'
projects or services.

Since the needs of departments vary, planning techniques are tailored accordingly.
Therefore, although the Activity Plan format is suggested, individuals may continue to
use the old Plan of Work format.
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NTID ACTIVITY PLAN

Division/School

Engineering/Science

Department

Technical Math

Title

Instruction

. initiation Date

FY85

Activity Leader

Kurt Godel

Current Situation and Needs

Team Members (if appropriate)

N/A

Nearly all entering and most continuin technical math skills
appropriate to a var tec

Objectives

1. Provide instruction in technical mathematics at several skill levels.

2. Be responsible for the curriculum management of those courses.

3. Be responsible for student advising for those courses.

Strategies

1. Teach two three-credit-hour courses in fundamentals of technical mathematics.

2. Teach a three-credit-hour course in linear algebra.

3. Teach ci three-credit-hour course in analytic geometry.

7-5
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NTID ACTIVITY PLAN

Division/School

Technical Assistance Programs

Department

Research

Title

Emp yer Follow-up Study

r Initiation Date

FY86

Activity Leader

W. Welsh

Team Members (U appropriate)

Hamil, Skobjak, Policano

Current Situation and Needs

NT1D must supply information to the U.
effectiveness of PiTID ams
sr' sfaction of emp
tf: perceptions o radua
improving the cupric ion of NT1D.

the status and
o ethnical education is the

interest are employers' evaluations:
for work and suggestions for

Objectives

1. Provide a base for making decisions regarding programs, services, and equipment by
assessing how employers rate students from Program X as compared with other
employees in terms of attitudes, abilities, and performance on the same tb.

2. To assess the adequacy of NT1D curriculum in preparing individuals for job entry and
advancement potential.

''rategies

1. Design, develop, and conduct a research survey of employers of NT1D alumni.

2. Analyze data and complete a detailed research report for educational planners and
classoom instructors.

3. Write a highlight report for the U.S. Deliartment of Education and the general public.
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NTID ACTIVITY PLAN

Division/School Department

Title Initiation Date

Activity Leader Team Members (if appropriate)

Current Situation and Needs

Objectives

Strategies
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Chapter 8 New Project Proposal

00000000
to

SUGGESTED START DATE

Beginning of January

COMPLETION DATE

Mid-April

DESCRIPTION

A New Project Proposal is a request for additional resources (money, space, personnel,
equipment) over and above the division's or school's Control Number (total amount on the
division's or school's Budget System Planning Form, see Chapter 12) to support major new
activities. It represents a change or addition to either the objectives or responsibilities of a
department, division, or school. The New Proje:t Proposal is usually five to six pages in
length.

PURPOSE

The New Project Proposal allows for creativity and innovation by faculty and staff members.
A New Project Proposal is both a means to gain approval for implementating the proposed
objective and a means to acquiring the necessary resources (money, personnel, space, and
equipment). New Project Proposals are one part of strategic (long-range) planning because
they exist to encourage creative strategies for meeting changes in external or internal
conditions that will affect, over the long term, the education of deaf persons.

PROCESS

In April, a New Project Proposal is submitted to the dean and associate vice president
during the regular planning cycle, along with the school's or division's Mission Profile and
BPF. It often is written in response to the Guidance Paper, which can provide a focus for
developing New Project Proposals.
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Based upon available resources and the considered value of the proposed project, the New
Project Proposal may be approved totally, partially, or not at all. The author may be asked
to revise the New Project Proposal in order to receive approval, but a revision does not
guarantee approval.

Once a New Project Proposal is approved, it becomes part of the coming year's Mission
Profile and budget.

AUTHOR/SUPERVISOR

New Project Proposals may be developed by any faculty or staff member. However, they
generally need the approval, support, and advocacy of the proposer's supervisor.

PREPARATION

A New Project Proposal must include:

I. Abstract - a maximum one-page summary of the key elements of the proposal;

2. Statement of Current Situation and Need - a maximum two-page narrative identifying the
problem(s) or need(s) that the project can solve or meet. This statement is based upon
and cites relevant data and identifies the benefits or opportunities that would be lost if
the New Project Pro---' were not accepted;

3. Objectives - a one-page explanation of what the project intends to accomplish;

4. Strategies - a brief outline of what specific results should be achieved through the
implementation of the project. The strategies should be measurable and will become the
evaluation criteria against which the success of the project will be gauged;

5. Project Design - a discussion of implementation, management procedures and time frame;

6. Budget and Other Resource Requirements - here budget and resource requirements are
identified. This section includes a detailed line item budget, and physi,:al space and
personnel requirements. The effect of this request for funding on future years' budgets
should be identified. In other words, is this aone-time request for funds or will it be
continual?

8-2
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REMINDERS

Persons making requests should:

Anticipate special problems that would affect implementation of the New Project Proposal;

Determine that the new project cannot be financed with existing resources in their school
or division;

,
Determine if the project is similar to current projects completed in previous years and
would, therefore, be redundant.

New Project Proposals that respond to issues addressed in the Guidance Paper are more
likely to receive funding.
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NEW PROJECT PROPOSAL 7OR RECRUITMENT
AND MARKETING IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Project Title: Increasing the Enrollment of Women in Engineering Technologies at NTID at RIT

Abstract

In response to Federal legislation mandating technical education programs that overcome
sex bias, Engineering Technologies proposes a multifaceted approach to increasing the
enrollment of women in its programs. Active recruitment, counseling workshops, the
development of introductory programs, and increaing the availability of course and career
information for students and their parents comprise part of a three-year, $69,000 effort to
reverse a national and statewide trend of low enrollment of women in non-traditional
technical programs.

Statement of Current Situation and Need

The Federal government, through the U.S. Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 (Title
1, Part A, Sec. 101) and Title IX of the Education Amendments, has mandated that states
develop and carry out such programs of technical education so as to overcome sex
discrimination and sex bias and thereby furnish equal educational opportunities in technical
education for persons of both sexes. Although there are tough guidelines for eliminating
discrimination against members of minority groups, women, and handicapped persons in
technical education programs, little overall effect has been shown on postsecondary
technical programs. Although there was a substantial increase between 1972 and 1978 in
the percentage of women enrolled in non-traditional technical programs, the rate of increase
fell off after 1976, and in some cases enrollment of women decreased by 1978. In New York
State, women are 13.5 percent of the enrollment in non-traditional technical programs.

Currently, NTID at RIT has a commitment to equal opportunity for all students in regard to
curricula, activities, and services. However, there are few students of either sex in the non-
traditional technical programs. There especially is a paucity of women in the Engineering
Technologies.

Graduates in Engineering Technology can look forward to attractive job offers at substantial
entering salaries. In addition, employers express continued need for qualified women and
minorities. The revolution in science and technology is reshaping the labor force. Labor
market observers predict that in 25 years .most of the jobs now held by women will be
phased out.
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Review of Recent Research:
Those schools that put the most effort into various activities to further equity were also
those with the highest enrollment of women in non-traditional programs.

Successful sex equity programs established a liaison with potential employers, provided
participants with support services and orientation to the program, instituted
comprehensive evaluation, and employed dedicated staff.

There have been significantly greater increases in adult women's enrollment in non-
traditional programs through postsecondary education than through secondary programs.

The greater the total of non-traditional students in Engineering Technologies, the greater
the likelihood that the non-traditional students will stay in the program.

Objective,.
1. Increase non-traditional student enrollment based upon student interest in and aptitude

for Engineering Technologies programs.

2. Actively recruit and retain women into the NTID at RIT Engineering Technologies
programs and other identified non-traditional technical programs.

3. Provide for the informational needs of NTID at RIT staff members and student body
concerning sex equity in technical education.

4. Provide instructional materials and strategies to retain women in NTID at RIT Engineering
Technologies programs.

5. Promote non-traditional student interest in engineering, science, and mathematics careers.

6. Expand education programs and services to broaden awareness of career options.

Strategies:
Counseling

Further develop a program of support for women in Engineering and Industria!
Technologies. Women in Engineering Technologies programs demonstrate significantly
less self-comience in their ability to achieve than men. NTID has begun a support group,
but further guidance and development is needed.

Faculty Development
Plan and provide at least one major staff development workshop for NTID personnel each
year on the topic of "Recruiting and Retaining Women in Non-Traditional Technical
Education Programs."

8-6
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Curriculum and Instruction
Assess technical education materials for two program areas each year in terms of sex bias
and sex stereotyping.

Identify and purchase a minimum of 10 items for library collections concerning sex
fairness and sex equity in technical education.

Establish an "Introduction to Engineering Technologies" course for women who express
an interest before enrollment. This might be a part of current Summer Vestibule Program
(SVP) sampling activities. (The Snell (1977) study indicates that recruitment efforts are
improved by providing the opportunity for students to try out the course to dispei their
fears of rejection by students of the opposite sex and to gain familiarity with the course
setting and content.)

Career Education
Through the Career Education (CE) Parent Workshops, inform families of interested
women and encourage their support; parental influence is very important.

Convey information "nd heighten awareness through bulletin boards, display cases, etc.

Produce one half-hour videotape or slide presentation for use by counselors, recruiters,
and instructors that shows NTID at RIT graduates working in non-traditional technical
fields.

Collaboration
Work with two technical program advisory committees to keep informed about current
working conditions.

Maintain contacts with counselors in five feeder schools to ensure that information gets to
all secondary students.

Project Design
Year One:
1. Form a network of interested NTID and RIT people to develop a cooperative plan of

action to further refine objectives. This already has been explored with RIT staff
members.

2. Investigate and review other model programs such as FACIT at Tri-Dent Community
College and Women in Engineering at Monroe Community College and review the current
research from Ohio State Research Center regarding variables that make a difference in
successful non-traditionw programs.

3. Meet with the New York State Sex-Equity Coordinator for information and guidance.
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4. Collect data:
review past efforts and activities, especially available NTID and RIT media;
assess current status of NTID and RIT programs;
analyze student flow from SVP.

5. Set recruitment goals.

Year Two:
I. Conduct workshops for faculty, grents, and others.

2. Complete production of materials: videotape, posters, etc.

Year Three:
1. Evaluate curriculum and instructional materials.

2. Assess progress and revise objectives and outcomes.

3. Project Management:
Project Director - This person will coordinate, direct, and implement all project
activities, including writing and submitting all proposals, budgets, and the final report.
These duties will require approximately 25 percent of a full-time professional
assignment.

Assistant Project Director - This person will coordinate all academic and curriculum
activities.

Research Asscciate - This person will coordinate instructional media production for the
project.

Budget and Other Resource Requirements
a. Personnel

Project Director (0.25 FTE) $ 7,500
Assistant Project Director (1.0 FTE) 26,000
Research Associate (1.0 FTE) 20,000

$53,500
Fringe Benefits

b. Travel

11,000

Interviewing and Filming 3,200

4 trips at $800

c. Office Supplies
Production Tapes (5) $500
Copies 100

Artwork 200
Reprints of government documents,

reports, bibliographic materials
400

1,200

d. Honoraria 600

Total: $69,500
8-8
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Chapter 9 Interdivisional Planning

r

SUGGESTED START DATE

Mid-late February

COMPLETION DATE

Mid-March

DESCRIPTION

Interdivisional Planning is the process whereby all departments predict their service needs
for the coming year. It usually includes meetings and/or written communications between
directors of service divisions and directors of consumer divisions. Through these meetings
and memoranda, the consumer divisions identify needs for products, information,
development, etc. from service divisions such as Public Affairs or Instructional Design and
Evaluation. In turn, all divisions build their Mission Profiles based, in part, on the results of
this planning.

PURPOSE

lnterdivisional Planning is important to both consumers and providers of services so that
Mission Profiles and budgets (Budget System Planning Forms) can accurately reflect the
plans and costs of the services requested.

This collaborative planning also strengthens the links between TAP/DPA and CDP and
insures a comprehensive approach to education at NTID.

PROCESS

Interdivisional Planning meetings begin in. late February, several weeks after the formal start
of the planning and budgeting process. Before these meetings, each department has drafted
a preliminary list of projects and activities, from staff members' Activity Plans, that Irequire
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assistance from other divisions. These lists are collected through memoranda and meetings
by the chairpersons of Interdivisional Planning (they represent the service areas: Public
Affairs, Instructional Design and Evaluation, Interpreting Services, etc.). After the
chairpersons of Interdivisional Planning and staff members of each service division consider
the lists of requested services, the chairpersons notify the consumer divisions -..s to which
services can or cannot be provided. The administrators of the consumer departments,
divisions, and schools finish writing, or re-write, the objectives and strategies tur their
Mission Profiles.

The next steps in the planning process are writing the final drafts of Mission Profiles and
fine tuning the Mission Statements.

AUTHOR /SUPERVISOR

The following persons supervise the seven NTID service areas. Since they determine which
projects can or cannot be undertaken by their departments or divisions, they are called the
chairpersons of Interdivisional Planning for these Institute functions:

Public Affairs - Director
Instructional Design and Evaluation - Director
Training and Affirmative Action - Manager
Interpreting Services - Department Chairperson and Associate Dean
Institutional Research - Associate Vice President
Educational Research and Development - Associate Dean
Management Services - Director
Outreach - Director

PREPARATION

The chairpersons of Interdivisional Planning decide how to collect and consider requests for
services. They notify all departments in mid-February of their need for service requests and
supporting information. Chairpersons collect data in whatever way they deem appropriate.
After considering requests, each chairperson of Interdivisional Planning writes a one or two-
page report for the Dean and Associate Vice President that includes: I) what services can be
provided within controllable dollars, 2) what services may be provided if additional
resources become available, and 3) what services will not be provided. The chairpersons
also notify consumer departments, and divisions and schools as to which requests will be
honored.
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REMINDERS

The chairpersons of Interdivisional Planning should allow a few weeks for departments,
divisions, and schools to do their preliminary planning before they request lists of service
needs. Then Interdivisional Planning should be scheduled a few weeks after the
departments, divisions, and schools do this planning.

A preliminary Mission Profile helps to identify needs for services from other departments,
divisions or schools and its development must precede the Interdivisiona1' Planning
process. As a result of Interdivisional Planning, a Mission Profile may be revised for such
things as products to be completed or services to be offered.

Instructional Development Projects - As of FY86, a new means for ranking Instructional
Development (ID) projects within schools and divisions has been approved. Assistant and
associate deans and directors must consider the following factors when considering ID
projects before they are submitted to the Department of Instructional Design and
Evaluation during Interdivisional Planning. Not all factors on this list will apply to every
ID request. However, they should help each assistant dean and division director
determine the relative importance of ID projects.
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FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN REVIEWING AN

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT REQUEST AT THE DIVISIONAL LEVEL

Problem statement

The Problem
is the nature of the problem or need defined?

To what extent does the proposal address a real, identified need?

is the relative size of the problem defined: number of students and number of teachers,

how frequent!. comer. is taught, and for how long?

Is an internal or external audience served, or both?

The Solution
What type of request is the Instructional Development project?

- Development = Creation of new instructional treatment.

- Service = M ,dia development support.
- Maintenance = Revise and/or reproduce past ID project.

Does the solution reflect a theoretical base?

Is ibe solution at the co use, curriculum, or program level?

l ; the solution us appropriate instructional design and technology?

The Benefits
Are potential benefits (to students, faculty, and NTID) described?

Are duration, range, and scope of impact described?

" .iat is the analysis of cost of development versus benefits?

The Schedule
Are starting, mile.,tone, and completion data stated?

The People
Are key personnel listed?
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Quality of Idea
Is there a significant impact on dire,' instruction?

Will the project resolve a significant problem or issue in deaf education?

Is the treatment new or has it been done before?

Is the content difficult to teach using traditional methods?

Organizational Congruency
Does the project exist in division or school Mission Profiles and relate to division, school,
and N fID priorities?

To what degree does the project satisfy bask: missions of NTID?

Has the proposal been reviewed by and does it have the support of the department
chairperson, faculty, and instructional developer (or senior faculty with ID background)?

Does the proposed schedule for ''Fwelopment fit with NTID schedules and plans?

Potential for Successful Completion of Project
Has the person(s), who will be the content specialist(s), seen, experienced, and unnsgstood
the need underlying the proposal?

Is there evidence that the idea has a prototype and that there is a likelihood of success?

How many faculty ate involved and do they have release time to work on the project?

Is there evidence that faculty (content spec;alists) are committed to the .eeds and plans
tnat have been outlined in the proposal?

v Do the faculty (content specialists) have prior development experience?

is the plan appropriate and reasonable?

9-6
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Chapter 10 Mission Profile

11111111000000
SUGGESTED START DATE

Early February

COMPLETION DATE

Early April

DESCRIPTION

A Mission Profile is several pages long and defines what a department, division, or school
plans to accomplish (objectives) in the coming fiscal year, and how it will be done
(strategies). A Mission Profile includes Activity Plans and the results of Interdivisional
Planning, which respond to issues in the Guidance Paper.

It is a tactical plan and although it is more specific than a strategic plan, it reflects how the
Institute's, schools', divisions', and departments' long-range plans affect their objectives.

A Mission Profile is the planning document for which every administrator is held
accountable. This document provides the strutAre for program implementation, monitoring,
and reporting of accomplishments at each organizational level.

PURPOSE

Mission Profiles are the heart of the planning, budgeting, and monitoring process. These
statements of proposed objectives and strategies justify a department's, division's, or school's
budget request. (Note: department, division, and school budgets, Chapter 12, ar developed
concurrently with the Mission Profile.) In addition, the Mission Profile is a tool for
monitoring progress toward objectives. Ultimately, all Mission Profiles are used to develop an
NTID Mission Profile, which becomes part of NTID's budget submission to RIT and the
Federal government.

MT1D Manual al Planning. Budgeting, and Monitoring Procedures. 1985
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PROCESS

In the planning sequence, the drafting of each department's preliminary Mission Profile
occurs after thP, development of individual Activity Plans and in consultation with faculty
and staff members. Objectives and strategies from Activity Plans are abstracted into the
department Mission Profile, which subsequently is completed after Interdivisional Planning.

Next, each director and assistant or associate dean, in consultation with department
administrators, synthesizes his or NA departments' Mission Profiles and drafts the division or
school Mission Profile, which also includes these administrators' institutional management
respoe.bilities. And so the process continues on up the organizational ladder.

School and division Mission Profiles are reviewed by the dean and asb.xiate vice president,
respectively. They assess the quality of the proposed objectives, strategies, and changes in
plans from year to year. They note how the plans in the Mission Profiles address issues in
the Guidance Paper, and evaluate how well eacn plan supports its accompanying proposed
budget.

TAP/DPA and CDP Mission Profiles are a merger of the divisions' and schools' Mission
Profiles. TAP/DPA, and CDP Mission Profiles are further synthesized into an NTID Mission
Profile that eventually becomes part of the budget submission to RIT and the Federal
government.

Later, during the periodic monitoring of Mission Profiles and budgets, individuals and
administrators report on progress toward those objectives and strategies.

AUTHOR /SUPERVISOR

Mission Profiles are completed, ire 'urn, by all department chairpersons, managers, division
directors, and assistant and associate deans, with input from faculty and staff members.

PREPARATION SECTION I

Mission Profiles should include descriptions of ongoing activities and new or special projects
that respond to issues in the Guidance Paper.

The three sections (columns) of the Mission Profile form include:

1. Process
Mission Profiles are organized by the five NTID Processes: Career Development,
Research, Training, Information Dissemination, and Management. Each process category
is divided into sub-processes. Specific objectives and strategies for the coming year
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should be written for only those sub-processes that fall within a department's, division's,
or school's purview. In two cases Direct Instruction (a sub-process of Career
Development) and Support Department Activities supplemental forms (included in the
packet of planning and budgeting materials) are completed that contain statements of
outcomes for those objectives. The five NTID processes and their sub-processes can be
found in this chapter, PREPARATION - SECTION II).

2. Objectives and Strategies
Objectives

Objectives provide the focus for the coming year's strategies and indicate in measurable
terms what the unit is trying to accomplish. Objectives for each sub-process are drawn
from the major responsibilities outlined in each division's or school's Mission Statement.
The objectives state the desired end results of the organizational unit's activities.

Examples:
a. Academic Support Activities Articulation Efforts with Other R1T Colleges: Establish

curricular affiliations with other departments within and outside of the School of Visual
Communication Careers through the development of new courses, computer networks,
and other associations.

b. Student Support Activities Counseling: Provide deaf students with opportunities for
self-awareness, personal growth, and the development of socially appropriate activities
through workshops and consultation.

Strategies
Strategies state how the specific operations, projects, and activities will enable a
uepartment, division or school to achieve its objectives; strategies are measurable
quantitatively (how many?) and/or qualitatively (how well?). They are concise.
Department strategies toward an objective may also be an individual's objective with
associated strategies prom his or her Activity Plan.

Examples:
a. Recruit and screen applicants from 50 states to ensure an enrollment of

approximately 300 new students.

b. Provide 2,500 hours of instruction to 100 students through 21 courses.

c. Offer two experiential education field trips to NCDS students as part of their overall
program.

d. Provide twenty hours of off-terminal instruction to each SIG1 user who is not an
undecided major (NCDS) student.

e. Modify hardware and software modifications for the telecommunications project
between Business Careers and Printing Production Technology.

10.3
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3. Changes and Initiatives
It is necessary to note changes (additions and deletions) to the Mission Profile
objectives and strategies that will be implemented in the succeeding year. For example,
planning for FY88 may require changes to the FY87 Profile that should be noted in the
right-hand column, which is completed during planning for the succeeding year.

PREPARATION - SECTION II

The following table, "Process Categories for Planning and Reporting," defines the categories
for which objectives and strategies are developed. The "X" indicates which processes and
sub-processes need to be addressed in the Mission Profile by administrators in TAP, CDP,
and the Director's Office. Unless a supplemental form is used, list on the Mission Profile the
objectives and strategies for each appropriate process or sub-process.
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PROCESS CATEGORIES FOR PLANNING AND REPORTING

NTID Process (and sub-processes)

Response Needed
Director's

CDP TAP Offic^

I. Career Development
A) Direr' Instruction - NTID

(Supplemental form, no narrative)

B) Support Department Activities - Other RIT Colleges
(Supplemental form, no narrative)

X X X

1) Notetaking X

2) Interpreting X

3) Tutoring X

4) Instruction X

C) Student Support Activities
I) Recruitment X

2) Admissions X

3) Employment Services X

4) Personal/Social Development X X

(Co-curricular/extra-curricular activities toward student
development in responsibility, independence, critical
thinking, etc.)

5) Academic Program Advising X

6) Counseling X

7) Learning Development Activities X

8) Communication Ser. ices X

D) Academic Support Activities
1. Instructional Design X

2. Technical Services X

3. Articulation Efforts with Other RIT Colleges X X X

4. Academic Administration X

II. Research
A) Research Projects X X X

(Objectives should present the major research themes or
programs of research. Strategies should specify titles or a kief
description of the project.)

B) Program/Course Development
1. Programs to be added or deleted
2. Planned curricular modifications
3. Planned advisory committee activities

X X X

C) Program Review/Evaluation X X

60
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PROCESS CATEGORIES FOR PLANNING AND REPORTING (Continued)

NTID Process (ak.o sub-processes)

Response Needed
Director's

CDP TAP Office

III. Training/Outreach
A) Training

1. Internships X

2. Interpreter Training X

3. External Training X X X

B) Cooperation with Business/Industry X X X

C) Tutor/Notetaker Training X

IV. Information Dissemination
A) External Professional Activities X X X

(professional organization work)

B) Information Dissemination X X X

C) External Visitors X X

V. Management
A) Policy Development X X X

B) Planning
1. Guidelines X X X

2. Support X

C) Facilities Coordination X

D) Cost Effective Measures X X X

(i.e. multiple staff arrangements, combinations of curriculjm,
energy saving measures)

E) Personnel and Affirmative Action X X X

F) Professional Development X X X

(internL raining)

G) Computer Support X

H) Finance . X X

I) Word Processing/Duplicating/Mail Service X

10-6
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REMINDERS

When objectives and strategies do not seem to fit within the sub-processes. the Division
of Planning and Evaluation can be consulted.

Ad hoc projects should be added to the Mission Profile as it is adjusted and updated
during the year.

If the department, division, or school is planning new objectives and strategies for the
coming year that require additional resources (funds, space, personnel, etc.), a New
Project Proposal (see Chapter 8) is written and submitted along with the Mission Profile
and BPF to the Dean or Associate Vice President.

The diagram on the next page outlines this synthesis.
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MISSION PROFILE

lb i

School or Division: School of Visual Communication Careers Department: Printing Production

PROCESS FY86 OBJECTIVES & STRATEGIES
FY87 CHANGES &
INITIATIVES

I. Career
Development

A. Mrect
lostruc-
tion

B. Student
Support
Activities

C. Academic
Support
Activities

(see Supplemental Form 1, attached)

Provide Personal/Social Development Opportun

Continue the activities of the stude
with guest speakers = d off
Printing Club wil
for the purpose
School's Assista

1 eeting
stnal sites). The

r ing student feedback
em-. This = edback is given to the

nt Chairperson and Faculty.

1. Identify and develop program opportunities for deaf students in the
School of Printing and Technical and Education (T&E) Center.

a) Continue with our highly successful S-reen Printing pilot project
with a 2 course sequence in Fall and Winter Quarters. Efforts will
be made to develop Screen Printing co-op sites and further
investigate Screen Printing curricular options in our program.

b) Continue our relationship with the T&E Center in the area of
binding, finishing and printing.

64 65
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MISSION FROFILE

School or Division: School of Visual Communication Careers Department: Printing Production

PROCESS FY86 OBJECTIVES & STRATEGIES
FY87 CHANGES &
INITIATIVES

2. Support SVP planned activities and provide feedback for program
improvement.

a) Our department SVP coordinator will continue to work closely with
the SVP office, attend meetings, and provide feedback.

3. Provid 3 input for possible Direct Admission Option.
.

a) Work with the chairs of the SVCC to develo ec- ... :ndations
and policies for a direct admission option. D

4. Continue to support the School's Basic 'e

a) Support all work associated cludes the
skills/compete 1 des n , : arse of study
at NTID/S

D. Program! 1. Planned act - i advisory committee.
Course a) To restructu ommittee membership to better provide our
Develop- faculty with information and concerns of small and medium size
ment printing companies through a representative

group of printing company managers.

b) Utilize selected School of Printing advisory committee members
to provide our department information on global topics in the
printing industry.
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MISSION PROFILE

School or Division: School of Visutf, Communication Careers Department: Printing Production

PROCESS FY86 OBJECTIVES & STRATEGIES
FY87 CHANGES &
INITIATIVES

c) Utilize the committee's input and support to develop the
Screen Printing Technician option for our program.

2. Establish curricular affiliations wi n other departments witnin and
outside of SVCC through the development of new courses,
computer networks, and other associations.

a) Examine the possibility of school courses wh
tilt, COMITs:11 concerns of all departments wit
the legitimate and obvious needs of a

b) Continue the Business Career
nication Project." Comp let
modification
'3ldg. 07 vi
war d proce

ddress
ising
rogram.

ecornmu-
are

een Bldg. 14 and
purposes from

c) To continue f kages with the S.O.P.'s NewspapE..
Production Ma ement Department, i.e., production of color
separations and IPL class production jobs like SVCC's "Images."

d) Continue expanding working relationships between our
production class (IPL) ,nd Applied Art's "In-House Co-op."

I
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MISSION PROFILE

Schoo! or Division: Career Opportunities Department: Career Outreach and Admissions

PROCESS FY86 OBJECTIVES & STRATEGIES
FY87 CHANGES &
INITIATIVES

I. Career
Development

Career
Outreach
& Admis-
sions

1. Generate and process 750-800 applications to admit 415 new
students (365 SVP, 50 Fa li).

a) Implement onsite visits establishing and/or maintaining relation-
ships with 750 deaf secondary students, 50 ry
students, 200 educators, 250 parents, and 80 tjPa
Rehabilitation professionals in 70 progr. a

b) Provide career information to , i pus
visitors.

c) Continue to ,- : - artments for
direct admi s = 6.

d) Analyze Innov iv : ng strategies and select for
implementatio - , which are appropriate.

e) Investigate establishment of educational transition options
from selected postsecondar; programs for the deaf to NTID.

1. Continue to identify majors at NTID and postsecondary
programs compatible with automatic transfer.

2. Continue to wrItk with state coordinators of Vocational
Rehabilitation.

.
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MISSION PROFILE

School or Division: Career Opportunities Department: Career Outreach and Admissions-...--

PROCESS FY86 OBJECTIVES & S7RAT 3IES
FY87 CHANGES &
INITIATIVES

2. Continue to implement and revise the components of the marketing
student recruiting system.

a) Continue to implement the computerized inquiry system.

b) Continue to implement a data support system that provides
trend analyses for planning and evaluate marketing and
recruiting activities.

c) Select media for student recruitment presen

d) Implement, where alprope , strat
NCED activities.

3. Maintain an act = i.

a) Implement m rr = n raining Program.

1. Used tr rIc with a recruiter in 5 school
events. C o evaluate the use of a trained alumnus as
a substitut recruiter at 5 school events.

2. Develop various technical assistance packages to send to
trained alumni to continue to update their information.
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MISSION PROFILE

School or Division: Career Opportunities Department: Career Outreach and Admissions

PROCESS FY86 OBJECTIVES & STRATEGIES

II. Research

FY87 CHANGES &
INITIATIVES

4. Influence the career development of deaf students in elementary
and secondary schools.

a) Continue to Implement the Educational Awareness Package for
ninth graders using dissemination plan. Use with a minimum of
5 programs.

b) Continue to promote the Career Awareness rogram
for high school sophomores and their paren to the
offering In at least one location.

c) Contact a maximum of 12 CE
consulting assistance.

d) Deliver f
in the CE

oc basis to programs

D. Analyze the a = is o selected secondary school graduates
and the implic for Pre-NTID at RIT programm!ng and technical
assistance.

1. Given the expressed concern of the CEASD Research Committee
and a resolution passed by the CEASD voting members, maintain
a longitudinal research program to investigate the trends in labor
fc:ces and educational activities of secondary school graduates.

2. Establish a research pruject to investigate and report the trends
indicated by the Secondary Schoci Follow-up Program using a
statistically represent ative sample drawn from the sample
schools in the national programs.
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MISSION PROFILE

School or Division: Career Opportunities

1

Department: NCED

PROCESS FY86 OBJECTIVES & STRATEGIES
FY87 CHANGE$__A-
INITIATIVES

I. Career
Development

Instruc-
tional 1. Make an impact on the workplace accommodation of deaf workers
Design

.

through the design and development of industrial training products.

a) Produce participant package for supervisor's training program,
"Working Together."

b) Pilot trainer's materials for corporate su : , is.
program.

c) Package and plan for disse - Ott uide to
accompany , - , ant.

d) Pilot the " , r~ z :

.

II. Training 1. Facilitate the I = o deaf students and graduates into the
workplace.

External a) Conduct 6 supervisor training programs, "Working Togeth, r '
Training for 85 current/imminent supervisors of NTID co-op student

or students.

b) Conduct 2 national employer training programs at NTID for
50 employers.

c) Conduct Doing Business With Business on an ad hoc basis.
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MISSION PROFILE

School or Division: Department:

PROCESS FY87 OBJECTIVES & STRATEGIES
FY88 CHANGES &
INITIATIVES
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Chapter 11 Mission Statement

11001:11:10
SUGGESTED START DATE

Mid-February

COMPLETION DATE

April

DESCRIPTION

Mission Statements outline each school's and division's specific charge or major areas of
responsibility within the context of NTID's Eight Basic Responsibilities. (See Chapter 3.)

Mission Statements explain why a school or division exists and are written, therefore, with
long-range perspectives. These statements should be concise and rarely exceed two pages.

PURPOSE

A Mission Statement defines the special character of a school or division for the purpose of
establishing a general direction, overall goals, and relative priority (emphasis) for the
activities of its various departments. It gives focus to a school's or division's tactical and
strategic planning.

PROCESS

The Mission Statemm is developed, reviewed, or revised in conjunction with the
development of a school's or aivision's Missioa Profile. Therefore, work on the Mission

Statement ur !:illy begins as the assistant dean or director reviews the cnming year's Mission
Profiles frc . his or :,er departments.

A school's or divisi.1 1 Mission Statement is submitted to the dean or associate vice
president along with its Mission Profile and budget.

NTID Manual of Planning. Budgeting, and Monitoring Procedures. 1985



AUTHOR/SUPERVISOR

The assistant and associate dean or director writes the Mission Statement for his or her
school or division.

PREPARATION

Although Mission Statements may remain relatively unchanged for a few years, they should
be reviewed annually and updates should be based on changes in NTID's strategic (long-
range) plans, new directions from the Federal government, and advice from the National
Advisory Group.

The Mission Statement is submitted with the Mission Profile and Budget Pla-aing Forms in
mid-April. It serves as a preface to these materials.

REMINDERS

The school's or division's Mission Statement should adequately reflect at least one or two
of the Eight Basic Responsibilities of NTID.

11-2
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SCHOOL OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION CAREERS (SVCC)

Mission Statement FY86

Introduction
It should he evident that our "raison d'etre" is the deaf student. Thf or Visual
Communication Careers contini' to embrace, without compromise, ba,...c principles of
optimal learning for its stud- .3. Ir. this spirit, individual department mission profiles have
been "fine tuned" to reflect mis tr.:. ;ion. The SVCC Dir r ains the fullest confidence
in the faculty and staff and their commitment to focus o 1 qe t. Thr: is as it should
be!

In addition to the i attached), highlights certain
plann d activities ool-wide implications are included
here. These are ex ool will concentrate on beyond
individual or depart

A. Career Deveic bent

The School of Visual Communication Careers offers technical programs of study to 208 deaf
students in Applied Art, Applied Photography/Media Production, and Printing Production
Technology. SVCC provides direct and indirect support services to 53 deaf students cross
registered in the C...11eges of Fine and Applied Arts, Graphic A s and Photography, and
Applied Science and Technology (Audiovisual Program); 22 other students outside ':VCC also
use our support services. Further, 40 students undecided about their major (NCDS/NVCG),
receive a comprehensive program of career exploration activities turd advising/counseling
services.

Employment for graguargs of the School of Visual Communication Careers has averaged
above 90 percent. Plac Anent of Spring 1985 graduates is incomplete and, therefore, statistics
are ^ot avavible.

Priorities in P:86 for 3VCC will continue to locus on curriculum development and updating,
program articulation other parts of FIT, computer literacy for students and faculty, basic
skills identification (Phase 11), direct-entry procedures, school-wide . stings and retreats,
tenure and promoticn-in-rank procedures, and effective planning and budget monitoring
across the School.

11-3
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The School will continue to Apport program options for deaf students that enhance their
career opportunities in visual communication fields. These options will emerge as a
consequence of in-depth curriculum planning and development and will be a reflection of
present and 1--ture needs of business and industry. Curriculum advisory committees, current
literature, data on graduate success, faculty feedback from visits to industry and professional
conventions, and any other available resources will help in determining the viability of all
options.

k An extension of this process, systematic evaluations are conducted on all SVCC programs
to ensure that t ontent and sequencing are compatible with preparing graduates to have
employable skills.

Career develoment priorities for Visual Communication Careers for FY86 will focus on
curriculum updating in Printing Production, Applied Art, and Career Exploration, and on
articulation agreements with other RIT colleges, as appropriate.

In aduitior to curriculum updating, the School will focus on Middle States re-accreditation
procedures, curriculum articulation within NTID and SVCC, career information
dissemi,iation, effective instruction, employ anent opportunity support, and administration.

B. Research

Applied research supporting cateer development of deaf students occurs formally and
informatly with'e the School. Faculty assume responsibility for seeking more effective and
efficient .n.,ans A dei'venng instruction, and for exploring new technology related to the
Acid of visual communication. More formal commitments normally occur as joint activitics
within NTID's Department of Educational Research and Evaluation. In the_e instances,
research projects are reported and planned for cooperatively between the technical/support
department and the Department of Educational Research and Evaluation.

NOTE: This Mission Statement was edited, with permission, for use in this Manual.

11-4
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DIVISION OF PLANNING AND EVALUATION TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM

14"salon Statement FY85

The primary mission of the Diyision of Planning and Evaluation is to provide quality and
timely administrative direction and support in the areas of finance and planning that will
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of operating performance, encourage systematic
decision making to allocate resources where they have greatest impact, and foster
institutional development and change. _dministrat di and support are focused
on the foe wing areas within the NTID sub -prod elines/Support.

Management

1. Design, develo .gin udgeting process (which provities a
centralized syste meal planning, budgeting, monitoring, and reporting)
in order to facilit everOPment of clear measurable plans, detailed, line-item
budgets supporting i e plans, and systematic and consistent reports on accomplishments.

2. Analyze and report information on the success of institutional activities in relation to the
institutional mission and plans for a particular period.

3. Develop and implement improved techniques for integrating the planning and budgeting
processes in order to ensure that fiscal decisions reflect NTID's priorities.

4. Prepare quarterly and annual financial analyses, cost studies, and other analyses neeued
to support fiscal decisions, and work with the academic offices to determine analyses
required in support of decisions on resource allocation.

5. Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of NTID's processes in order to identify strengths
and weaknesses that require further analysis, development, and resolution.

11-5
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Chapter 12 Budget System Planning Form (BPF)
and NTID Budget Report

MI II II II II III IIII II ID ID ID El

SUGGESTED START DATE

Early March

COMPLETION DATE

Early April

DESCRIPTION

The NTID Budget System Planning Form (BPF) is a green and white computer form that
usually runs three or four pages per departn ent. Listed on the form are the individual
expense items that make up a r' .partment's current budget. The BPF is used as a worksheet
on which adjustments for the next year's budget are made by a department's chairperson or
budget officer.

All adjusted BPFs are compiled by computer and printed out as the NTID Budget Report.
The Budget *port is the Institute's single document of all departments' adjusted BPFs; it is
NTID's coming year's working budget. The document is a white, accordian fold, 8W' x 11"
computer form.

PURPOSE

The NTID Budget System Planning Form, printed with a department's current budget, has
only one purpose: it is where additions, deletions, and changes are made to a department's
corning year's budget.

The annual N77D Budget Report is distributed to assistant and associate deans and directors.
It is .he budget they will adhere to in the corning year. (Included in this chapter is an
example of a partial Budget Report, which in total is a lengthy document.)

NTID Manual of Planning. Budgeting, and Monitoring Procedure., 1985
12-1



PROe":SS

In mid-January, assistant and associate deans and directors receive packets of planning and
budgeting materia:s, including BPFs, which they distribute to their department cha'rpersons
and managers.

During February, before revising fhe BPFs, assistant and associate deans and directors, along
with chairpersons and managers, reNise the Mission Profiles for their schools, divisions, and
departments; this is part of Interdivisional Planning, which must be completed before the
BPFs can be revised.

Early in March, schools, divisions, and departments begin revising BPFs. First, costs are
assigned to the objectives and strategies in the Mission Profiles. When cost objectives,
assistance by budoet officers, chairpersons, assistant and associate deans and directors, as
well as faculty and staff members may be required.

After Mission Profile objectives and strategies and their costs are correlated, each line item
on a BPF is examined and specific adjustments are made. For example, line item
descriptions may need rewriting to make them more accurate, other items are deleted or
added, and clonal- amounts are corrected. (See REMINDERS, Special Considerations.)
Adjustments to any section of a line item are written on the BPF form.

Finally, the budget officers use the Expense Comparison Report (example included in this
chapter) to check the reasonableness of the dollar amounts on the revised BPFs (this report
is included in the packet of planning and budgeting materials distributed in mid-January,
and is used for information purposes only). The Expense Comparison Report is a summary
of a school's or division's and its departments' spending patterns 0,,er a period of three
years. It consists of five columns, each with two sets of numbers. r ne first two columns on
the left show the spending patterns for the previous two years; each lists actual dollars spent
and percent of total expenditures by line item. The middle column lists the luidget dollars
and percentages for the current year. The two right hand columns list the expenditure
changes in dollars and percents for the three years consisting of the two previous years and
the current one. The purpose of this report is to show a department or division its spending
patterns by line item. It is a useful reference for making changes on the BPF.

In early April, all departments' BPFs, along with division and school Mission Profiles, are
submitted to the Division of Planning and Evaluation, even i; there are no additions,
changes, or deletions on them. The revisions are then keyed into the computer and
processed. Approximately ten days later the N77D Budget Report is generated. This report
ists tl-e updated budget for each department in the Institute. Every assistant or associate
dean and director receives a copy of the NTID Budget Report for each department within hip
or her school or division.

12-2
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AUTHOR /SUPERVISOR

Each school and division has its own method for handling the work necessary to revise the
Budget System Planning Forms; it may be a joint effort or an individual one. The assistant
and associate deans and directors decide who is to prticipate.

PREPARATION

For the most part, the BPF is self explanatory. However, an explanation of the six sections
to be filled in follows.

1. Key # 3. Name 5. Object Code

KEY# NAME DISTRIBUTION %MET CODE I

A C D

2. A C.D. 4. Tide

The illustration represents one line item from the BPF.

6. Expense

1. Key # - Each line item in the budget has an identification number known as the Key#.
Every department within the institute has its own series of Key#s, no two are alike.
When new lines are added to a budget they are preceded by Key#s. On each BPF, the
computer has printed the next Key# after the last printed line item. If more than one line
item needs to be added, consecutkve Key#s are used. One word of caution: If a line item
is deleted, its Key# is not reused.

2. A.C.D. - Circle one of these letters; the circled letter will tell the computer to Add,
Change, or Delete a line item.

To Add a budget line
Enter the next available Key#.
Circle the "A".
Complete the other sections for the line item, entering the new data in the white areas.

To Change a budget line
Circle the "C".
Draw a line through the part ou wish to change.
Write the corrected information in the white area.
Completely rewrite the changed section of the line item, not just a letter or word.

To Delete a budget line
Circle the D.
Do not re-use the Key#.

Remember. If the line item is correct, do fixing.

12-3
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3. N. le - Every expense line item has a Name. For personnel line items, the Name is the
employee's name (last name first) and position number. If a personnel position is not
currently filled, the word "open" appears where the name would be. For other types of
expenditures, the Name is an Expense Object Code Title. (A complete listing of these
titles can be found in Chapter 16 - Appendix B.) Some examples of these titles are:
Supplies-Office, Subscriptions, Dues, and Telephone & Telegraph.

4. Title - Just as each line item has a Name, it also has a Title, such as a person's official
job title for personnel expenditures. For other types of expenditures, a short description is
writte5. Sometimes, for expenditures other than personnel, several, separate, specific
expenditures use the same Expense Object Code Title. When this happens, each specific
item is placed on a separate lire.

For example:

KEY#
Ams

NAM TravI sal Commumcatinna
DISTRIBUTION OBJECT CODE '15

A-C.D
TITLE: inn maarin 'OWE43no

KEY#
1012A

Isaval-and-COMJniCatalt!I--
DISTRIBUTION OBJECT CORE iii._

ACD
Tint A.a'r Dssn - 1 trips EMIL $1,10

KEY#
103/7

tiA
DISTRIBUTIO. 4:11111ECT CODE 51.5._

ACD TITLE: Prof_ novaln A stiff FAKNOL A1000

5. Distribution - This section is not used.

6. Object Code - Just as every expenditure at NTID has a Name and Title, each also has a
three-digit code number, this is the Object Code. (Object Codes are included in the listing
found in Chapter 16 - Appendix B.) The Object Code is a nomericl way of identifying
types of expenditures (in addition to Object Titles).

7. Expense - The Expense is the dollar amount being requested for a particular Line item.
All figures are rounded up, or down, to the nearest $100.

12-4
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REMINDERS

Make all changes in red.

Equipment purchases should appear on the Equipment Request Form, not on the BM'.

The Division of Planning and Evaluation can answer questions about the preparation of
the BPF.

Special Considerations: Alth ugh a line item can be added, dollars cannot be added
to the overall department budget by chairpersons and managers. A department project
needs additional funds and the department does not have surplus funds that can be
shifted from one line item to another, the assistant or associate dean or director may
shift dobrs from one department to another within his or her school or division. (See
Chapter 14, Monitoring Mission Profiles and Budgets.)

In certain situations, if additional funds are needed but cannot be found in other
departments of the school or division, an assistant or associate dean or director may
make a request to the Dean of CDP or the Associate Vice President cf TAP by writing a
Supplemental Funds Request (memo, outline, etc. - there is no special form).
Supplemental Funds Requests are made only for dollars needed for current objectives
and activities and not for new projects. (Funds for new projects are discussed in Chapter
8, New Project Proposals.) The written requests are sent to the Division of Planning and
Evaluation with the submission of the revised BPFs. Because funds are limited, an
assistant or associate dean or director should realize that submitting a Supplemental
Funds Request will not guarantee that the funds will be provided. The Dean nd
Associate Vice President will notify the assistant or associate deans or directs..) which
requests, if any, can be honored. This will occur at the end of the planning and budgeting
process.

12-5
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Division: ABC

Department 6

t

EXPENSE COMPARISUN RIPON/ C Controllable asp
1984 thru 1986 N - Noncontrollable expenses

1

1984 1985 1986 Change Change
Actual Actual Budget 1934 to 1985 1985 to 1986

CAT.A/C Account Oescript.
---

%
--- ---

%
---

$
---

%
---

$
---

%
---

$
---

%
---

N 110 Admir&Profess. $13,804 16.64% $14,520 15.89% $15,200 15.62% $716 5.19% $680 4.62%

N 130 TechSCIerical $40,290 48.57% $42,780 46.81% $45,000 46.25% $2,490 6.18% $2,220 5.19%

C 150 Student $3,436 4.14% $7,452 8.15% $7,600 7.81% $4,016 116.88% $148 1.99%

N 200 Fringe Rene. $10,067 12.14% $11,979 13.11% $13,200 13.57% $1,912 18.99% $1,221 10.19%

C 310 0441ce Sup. $1,524 1.84% $1,423 1.56% $1,700 1.75% ($101) -6.63% $277 19.47%

C 320 Instruct. Sup. $2,690 3.24% $2,010 2.20% $2,100 2.16% ($680) -25.28% $90 4.48%
C 34u Lab Supplies $3,389 4.09% $3,400 3.72% $3,600 3.70% $11 0.32% $200 5.88%

C 408 Prof.Fees $1,453 1.75% $1,523 1.67% 01:700 1.75% $70 4.82% $177 11.62%
C 409 Honoraria $400 0.48% $400 0.44% $500 0.51% $0 0.00% 0100 25.00%

C 470 Telephone $876 1.06% $616 0.677. $700 0.72% ($260) -29.68% f $84 13.64%

C 515 Travol&Commun. $1,989 2.40% $1,783 1.95% $2,000 2.06% 10206/ -10.36% $217 12.17%

C 520 Hdspitality $602 0.73% $718 0.79% $8 82% $116 19.27% $82 11.42%

C 585 Local Meetings $943 1.14% $1,006 1.10% $1, % $63 6.68% $94 9.341.

C 620 Maint&Repair $1,483 1.79% $1,786 1.95% $303 20.43% '314 17.58%

Total $82,946 100.00% $91,396 00.00% $8,450 10.19% $5,904 6.46%
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Dept. (6) ABC
Fisca: Year 1986 Page 1

NTID BUDGET REPORT

Detail Expense Code budget by Department

Date Apr. 24, 1985

Expense Code Description of Budget Item

110 White, Michael 0182
Chairperson

130 Anderson, Mary 0043
Secretary

Johnson, Sue 0115
Secretary

Brown, John 0068
Program Assistant

Smith, Jennifer 0012
Receptionist

Open 0026
Records Assistant

Open 0079
Sec

150

200

310

320

340

Stude
40 h

16,000

9,200

8,900

8,900

900

0

,400

7,600

14,700

2,000

2,500

4,000

1,900

500

800

2,400

1,200

1,500

2,300

Fringe Benefits

Office Supplies

x 4.20

Instructional Supplies
Course Materials

Lab Supplies

408 Professional Fees
Prof. Fees Curr.

409 Honararia

470 Telephone

515 Travel & Communication
6 trips x 400

520 Hospitality

585 Local Meetings

620 Maint. & Repair (Equip.)

$ 16,000

$ 48,200

$ 7,600

$ 14,700

$ 2,000

$ 2,500

$ 4,000

$ 1,900

$ 500

$ 800

$ 2,400

$ 1,200

$ 1,500

$ 2,300

TOTAL $105,600
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Chapter 13 Equipment Request Form

II Ill 0 Ei 0

SUGGESTED START DATE

Mid-March

COMPLETION DATE

Early April

DESCRIPTION

The Equipment Request Form is one page long. Sections for naming the purchaser, and for
identifying, justifying, and costing the equipment to be purchased are on the front.
Questions that will guide you in properly completing the Equipment Request Form are on
the back of the form.

PURPOSE

This form is used by departments to present new or replacement equipment needs to their
assistant or associate deans or directors, and to the Dean ref CDP or the Associate Vice
President of TAP. The completed forms provide them with information regarding costs
associated with the acquisition and operation of the equipment, and justification for its
pur:hase. Assistant and associate deans and directors use this information to rank the many
requests received from their departments. Additionally, the information on approved
Equipment Request Forms is used for generating purchase requisitions.

PROCESS

During March, when department chairpersons and managers are preparing their Mission
Profiles for the coming year, they also check the equipment that is currently in place. If
additional equipment is needed to accomplish the department's objectives, or if new
equipment is needed to replace worn-out equipment, ap Equipment Request Form is filled

NTID Manual of Planning, Budgeting, and Monitoring Procedures, 1985
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out. All of the completed forms are sent to the assistant or associate uean or director of that
school or division. He or she then ranks the requests, taking into consideration the overall

objectives for the school or division.

Once the requests have been ranked, they are sent to the Division of Planning and
Evaluation, along with the Mission Profiles, Mission Statements, and BPFs. The Division of

Planning and Evaluation compiles all scl, i division requests into lists. These lists are

sent to the dean and the associate vice pre.

At this level, the requests are ranked once more, keeping in mind 1\71D's goals. Because

there rarely are enough dollars in the budget to purchase all of the requested equipment,

the dean and associate vice president, along with the assistant and associate deans and
directors, determine which equipment requests will be honored.

AUTHOR /SUPERVISOR

Anyone within a department (chairpersons, faculty, or staff members) can prepare the

Equipment Request Form(s). After being approved by the chairperson or manager, requests
are signed by the budget officer for that particular department.

PREPARATION

The front of the Equipment Request Form has five sections that must be completed.

1. Heading - This section identifies the requesting department's name and number and its

budget officer's name.

Note: Also included in this section is a space for noting the rank of the equipment
request. The requests are not ranked by the person initiating them.

The rank of each request is determined by the assistant or associate dean or director after

collecting the requests from all of his or her departments. The Equipment Request Forms

are ranked in consideration of overall goals and outcomes of the school or division.

2. Item - This section is used to indicate whether the equipment is a new item or whether it
is replacing an existing piece of equipment. A complete, brief description should include a

list of all components and/or peripherals.

3. Justification - This section lists the important reasons for purchasing the equipment. How

will it be used? What goals or outcomes will be met? Who will bend!: students, faculty,
staff? What will happen if this equipment is not purchased? Answers to these and similar
questions will help the writer complete this section. Remember: Statements made in this

section will most directly influence the ranking of the request.

13-2
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4. Costs - Two types of information are required in this section: initial cost,. and recurring
costs. Initial costs are associated with the equipment purchase and the iii3t year's
operating expenses. Recurring costs are those associated with the equipment after the first
year. There are many factors to consider when completing this section of the Equipment
Request Form. Questions on the back of the form are helpful.

5. Ordering Information - Usually by the time an Equipment Request Form is complete, a
manufacturer and model number have been selected. (For assistance, contact the RIT
Purchasing Department at 475-2107.) It is not necessary to choose a vendor. The
Purchasing Department places the order with the vendor who offers the best price and
services.

REMINDERS

The Division of Management Services should be contacted before deciding on a
manufacturer and model. It can provide information about choosing L idipment that is
compatible with equipment already in use, reliability, and service.

The questions on the reverse of the form should be reviewed to ensure adequate
investigation of the equipment.
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FY 86__ EQUIPMENT REQUEST FORM

Department Name AS/AHP Division/School Priority 9

:
Department Number 444 Budget Officer Hamil

ITEM New Replacemen

Description:

Automatic Edging Machine

X

JUSTIFICATION F

The current edging ma d. The machine malfunctions intermittently, producing inaccurate
and unacceptable wo 1 of lenses). It is impossible for instructors to detern.ine if errors are caused by
the student set-up or machine malfunction. As a milk we cannot use the machine to evaluate student
techniques. Alternate instruments are not able to handle the volume of work because of increased class size.

We have checked into having the machine repaired, but were told that replacement parts are no longer
available.

Initial
Costs

Recurring
Costs

Ordering (For more than 2 misted Items, if Informotan on

Information eeponote paper Sere other ads for equipment checklist)

Equipment 6 5,500.00 $ Item Auto Edge Grinding Machine

Maintenance $ Free 1st year $ 200.00/ yr. Model if Mark V

Supplies $ $ Manufacturer A.I.T.

Installation $ $ Suggested Vendor A.I. T.

Facilities $ $ Item

Personnel $ $ Model #

Other $ $ Manufacturer

TOTAL $ 5,500.00 $ 200.00. Suggested Vendor

13-5
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FY EQUIPMENT REQUEST FORM

Department Name Division/School Priority

Department Number Budget Officer

ITEM New Replacemen

Description:

JUSTIFICATION FOR PURCHASE:

InIT"-,
Casts

Recurring
Costs

Ordering (For mon than 2 related "arm kW Inrorrnehon on

information maw. WPM se. Other "I kw .auOrmnt ch.ckissi )

Equipment $ $ Item

Maintenr.Qce $ $ Model #

Supplies $ $ Manufacturer

Installation $ $ Suggested Vendor

Facilities $ $ Item

Personnel $ $ Model #

Other $ $ Manufacturer

TOTAL $ $ Suggested Vendor
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EQUIPMENT EVALUATION CHECKLIST

I. Iquipment
What is the purchase or rental cost?

II. Operations
A. Are there any recurring costs from this purchase such as maintenance, operating, Insurance,

supplies? (Apply cost implications to each line hem in the budget.)

B. If you purchase this equipment will there be any cost savings in your current operations? Are there
any savings that displace currant costs both direct and indirect? (Indicate line items in the budget th:t
will be reduced should this equipment be purchased.)

III. Installation
A. Are there set-up and implementation costs including: disposal and removal of old equipment, shipping

and moving costs?

B. Will there be future costs for additional purchases of related equipment? Is there planned future
"add-on" of equipment or furniture?

IV. Facility Considerations
A. What facility modifications are required to accommodate the row equipment?

B. What cost would there be to meet these requirements?

C. Have you scheduled lead time for necessary modifications?

1. Space requirements (i.e., space for new personnel to operate equipment).
2. Environmental factors (i.e., humidity, temperature requirements).
3. Power requirements (i.e., dedicated circuits, high amperage).
4. Safety requirements (i.e., noise suppression, fumes, fire extinguisher, exit doorways).

V. Personnel Costs
A. Are there training costs?

B. Are additional personnel required to operate and/or support this item? (i.e. students, staff, faculty)

VI. Technical and Service Considerations
A. Performance of Equipment - Have you checkcid with other users of this equipment?

B. Performance of vendor Have you checked with RIT Purchasing regardir.g the reliability and
dependability of the vendor for service and delivery?

C. What advantages and/or disadvantages are there for this equipment compared to other similar
equipment?

VII. Schedule Considerations
Have you allowed time for shipping, moving, or relocation of both the old and the new equipment?
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Chapter 14 Monitoring Mission Profiles
and Budgets

III Ill ElEl

SUGGESTED START DATE

Monthly, quarterly, and semi-annually

COMPLETION DATE

September 30 - end of the fiscal year

DESCRIPTION

Monitoring Mission Profiles and Budgets is a continuous effort by administrators to
determine progress toward goals, evaluate the effectiveness of strategies, analyze and control
expenditures, and determine how resources are being used in their departments, schools, or
divisions.

Mission Profiles and Budgets usually are monitored concurrently and at regular intervals. To
fulfill this responsibility, administrators at each level use the Mission Profile and two reports
that are issued periodically to all departments, divisions, and schools by the Division of
Planning and Evaluation.

PURPOSE

The monitoring process provides the information and flexibility to adjust Mission Profiles
and Budgets to meet the Institute's changing needs. Monitoring also lets administrators
control productivity and costs within their areas of management responsibility.

PROCESS

Throughout the year, administrators review their staff members' objectives and activities and
check progress and costs against the department's, division's, or school's Mission Profile and
Budget. They look for circumstances that will require adjustments to the Mission Profile
and/or Budget.

t171D Manual of P1anninr, Budgeting, and Monitoring Proceridtes, 1985
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Each month, budget officers compare expenditures to and balance budgets against two
reports issued by the Division of Planning and Evaluation, discrepancies are continuously
corrected.

In September, at the close of the fiscal year, a final monitoring of that year's Mission Profile
and Budget takes place as managers prepare their annual reports.

AUTHOR /SUPERVISOR

Administrators and budget officers are responsible for monitoring and revising their Mission
Profiles and Budgets. Although revisions to Mission Profiles are written by administrators,
only assistant and associate deans and directors can authorize changes to a budget's
"controllable" line items.

PREPARATION

Administrators monitor Mission Profiles and Budgets using data collected through a variety
of means: periodic structured reviews; informal conversations with individual faculty and
staff members concerning the progress of their work; analysis of records of productivity,
uses, and costs; and the two reports distributed by the Division of Planning and Evaluation:

The Department Statement and the Quarterly Expense Analysis.

The Department Statement is distributed monthly and shows both the current month's
and year-to-date expenditures by line item. It is used to monitor dollars spent versus
dollars remaining.

The Quarterly Expense Analysis is distributed in January, April, July, and November. It
is a comparison of the current year's expenditures to those of the preceding year; total
expenditures for the previous year also are included.

"f he budget officer monitors a budget by regularly comparing the two reports to the
department's ledger. Every month and each quarter, inaccuracies are corrected and monies
shifted when necessary.

Each administrator uses this budgetary information to determine if and how the budget
needs to be adjusted to meet the goals set forth in the Mission Profile. During the semi-
annual monitoring, it is not uncommon to re-write sections of the Mission Profile to reflect
budget analyses or to submit a Program Change Memo (PCM) for realigning funds to meet
the objectives in the Mission Profile. (An example of PCM is included in this chapter.)

Any time the monitoring of a Mission Profile and Budget reveals ti.at there are insufficient
funds in the budget, funds may be shifted among "controllable" line items.

14-2
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Moving funds among "controllable" line items is within the authority of assistant and
associate deans and directors and may be changed when necessary. Monies in
"noncontrollable" line items can only be adjusted after approval by NTID executive
administrators. "Noncontrollable" line items consist mainly of permanent personnel accounts
and fringe benefits. (Appendix B, Expense Object Codes and Titles identifies each item as
"controllable" or "noncontrollable.")

Usually, insufficient funds in one line item are compensated with monies from another line
item within the budget of one department. To deduct dollars from a "controllable" line item,
the budget officer writes a Program Change Memo and forwards it to NTID's administration.

If necessary, an assistant or associate dean or director can shift dollars from one department
within a school or division to another. It should be noted that dollars cannot be added to a
school's or division's budget, excepting rare circumstances and with approval by NTID
executive administrators (See REMINDERS, Special Considerations, Chapter 12). At the end
of the fiscal year and in keeping with Federal guidelines, budget dollars and actual
expenditures must be equal.

If the monitoring of Mission Profiles and Budgets reveals that the Mission Profile needs to be
rewritten to reflect budgetary circumstances or changes within NTID, an administrator does
so and uses the new Mission Profile as the current working document. Revisions to CDP's
and TAP/DPA's Mission Profiles usually are made twice during the fiscal year: late August,
before the start of the coming year; and March, midway into the fiscal year.

REMINDERS

The PCM is a four-part form. The bottom copy is kept by the person initiating the Memo.
The Division of Planning and Evaluation will distribute the top three, signed copies.

The PCM is sent first to the Director of Management Services who confirms and signs off
on space implications. The memo then is forwarded to NTID's executive administrators
and is checked for personnel implications. Finally, the PCM is sent to the Division of
Planning and Evaluation, and the monies are shifted accordingly.

1 o 5
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

N? 6149
(Serial No.)

Program Change Memo

A. Description FY _ Personnel Change

1. Change or modification requested:

Transfer $200 from 006-340

to 006-320

2. Explanation/justification:

Fiscal Change X- Space Change Other Change

Date

to cover the cost of additional course materials

B. Recommendations

1. Personnel:

2. :Iva]:

3. Space:

4. Other:

D. Staff Action

I.

2.

3.

4.

C. Disposition Approved/Disapproved

GO 0200

106

VP/L rector, NTID

Dean, NTID

Associate VP, NTID

14-5



Chapter 15 Program and Financial Reporting:
Quarterly Visibility Reports, Academic
Year Report and Annual Report for the
fiscal year

III 0

Quarterly Visibility
Reports

Fall
Winter
Spring
Summer

Academic Year Report
Annual Report
for the fiscal year

Suggested Start Date Completion Date

December 15
March 15
May 15
September 15

May 1
September 15

January 15
April 15
June 15
October 15

June 15
October 15

DESCRIPTION

The yearly reporting process is the formal tabulation of institutional data that provides
internal and external audiences with a clear and comprehensive understanding of NTID's
accomplishments. The preparation of three reports comprises the yearly reporting process:
Quarterly Visibility Report, Academic Year Report, and Annual Report for the fiscal year.

Quarterly Visibility Report - Requested by the President of RIT through the Director of
NTID, the four Quarterly Visibility Reports are compilations of activities that provide
national and international visibility for RIT through NTID.

Information about NTID's public service, research of note, kudos, and so on, are written
under the following categories:

- National/International Outreach Activities and Media Exposure
- Awards
- National/International i 'ofessional Activities
- NTID Research Publications and Books
- Professional Publications

NTID Manual of Planning. Budgeting, and Monitoring Procedures, 1985
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Academic Year Report - The Academic Year Report is CDP's report of program
accomplishments fnr the academic year (September-May). It contains information about
enrollment, graduates, curricula, research, training, ana faculty professional activities.
After the Academic Year Report is updated for summer quarter activities, it becomes a
part of the Annual Report for the fiscal year.

Annual Report for the fiscal year - This loose-leaf document (which includes the Academic
Year Report) presents a variety of descriptive information about NTID. It is made up of
two categories of information: program and financial.

The program information for both the Academic Year Report and Annual Report for the
fiscal year contains material from all the categories of the Quarterly Visibility Report and also
presents additional facts on Students, Graduates, Student Services, Curriculum Planning,
Internal Training, Personnel, and others.

This information highlights accomplishments Und progress toward program and Institute
goals. It combines quantitative and qualitative data that broadly explains most facets of
NTID's operations. Information on programs is a basis for major institutional reports,
accountability reporting to external constituencies, and strategic (long-range) planning.

Financial data also is collected as part of the annual reporting process. This financial
information consists of an update of each organizational unit's budget and is assessed in
terms of the potential impact of budgetary conditions upon programs. The budget
information is used for re-allocating funds and for :inure planning.

PURPOSE

The reporting process is an institutional system for collecting program data to develop an
information base for use when assessing progress toward institutional goals, for major
recurring institutional reports (e.g. ine NTID Annual Report to 'he U.S. Department of
Education), for public relations, recruitment, and planning. The reporting process and its
reports provide an opportunity for the entire staff to be informed about NTID. Suitable for

many audiences, the information is used regularly in briefings to Congress, external reports,
speeches by faculty, in freshman orientation, brochures, news rele- es, and others.

The Quarterly Visibility Report informs the President of RIT about numerous instances of

national and international visibility provided by faculty and professional staff members ?t
NTI D.

The Academic Year Report informs the Dean and V.P. for Academic Affairs about key
indicators of NTID's success in educating deaf students and accomplishments of faculty.

The Annual Report for the fiscal year is used for institutional plariing. Toward that end,
the pub!' hed information shows trends over the past five years. This "fact book"
becomes a source documen: for the preparation of other external reports and
presentations. The Annual Report for the fiscal year is distributed internally 1. :.le staff
and an extract of it becomes the NTID Annual Report to the U.S. Department of
Education.

15-2
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PROCESS

1. Every three months, all schools and divisions contribute to the Quarterly Visibility Report
that is compiled by the Division of Public Affairs for the Director of NTID to be forwarded
to the president of RIT.

2. During June, all academic departments prepare their own Academic Year Reports of the
previcus Fall, Winter, and Spring quarters that contains all program information,
including enrollment, support services, student services, research. curriculum planning,
faculty awards, and professional development activities. Next, the Academic Year Report,
using the input of the academic departments, is de"eloped by the Division of Planning
and Evaluation and forwarded to the Dean and Vice President of Academic Affairs.

3. In early October, all NTID schools and divisions prepare an Annual Report for the fiscal
year (Oct. 1 - Sept. 30) that:

summarizes the information on admissions, placement, demographics, personnel,
management, and information dissemination, for the entire fiscal year;

updates the Academic 71ar Report for the summer activities that occurred in CDP,
such as the Summer Vestibule Program and curriculum products.

4. In November, the information provided by schools and divisions in their Academic Year
Reports and annual reports for the fiscal year is compiled into a single document by the
Division of Planning and Evaluation. This single document, The Annual Report for the
fiscal year, is circulated internally for use by staff members in planning and for
presentations. An extract of this internal Annual Report for the fiscal year is the Annual
Report to the U.S. Department of Education; this extract also is used in the next year's
oudget submission to the Feaeral government.

AUTHOR/SUPERVISOR

Quarterly Visibility Report - All faculty . , essional staff members report their
contributions to NTID's national and international visibility. They submit this information
four times a year oirough their supervisors.

Academic Year Report - All CDP assistant and associate deans prepare annual program
and I ancial reports using information collected from department chairpersons who
likewise collected information from their faculty and staff members.

Annual Report for the fiscal year - The TAP directors and managers have the
responsibility for collecting information from their departments. The CDP assistant and
associate deans update their Academic Year Report for the Summer quarter, which then
is included in the Annual Report for the fiscal year.
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PREPARATION

Forms for the Quarterly Visibility Report are distributed in December, March, May, and
September, with due dates, to members of the Executive Administrative Committee and to
others who have projects that provide national and international visibility for NTID at RIT.
They gather information, under each category on the form, from the staff members of their
divisions and schools. The information they provide is compiled into a single document by
the Division of Public Affairs.

All NTID managers are expected to contribute to the Annual Report for the fiscal year. It is
completed in two stages. The first stage is the Academic Year Report, which is completed by
COP in June. This report is updated the following September to include any program
activities occurring during summer quarter. The majority of the reporting work for CDP,
therefore, occurs at the end of the academic year (June). Directions and forms for the
Academic Year Report are distributed to CDP schools and divisions in May. Some of the
forms' categories of information are identical to those used in the Quarterly Visibility Report;
therefore, completed forms from previous quarters should be retained for use in the
Academic Year Report and the Annual Report for the fiscal year.

f he program section of the Annual Report consists of updates to pages in the previous
year's Annual Report for the fiscal year, information from the forms included in the
following pages, the bibliographies of publications by faculty and staff, and any newly
identified categories.

Another component of the annual reporting process for the fiscal year is the financial
analysis that consists of data that supports expenditures made during the year. During
October, budget officers receive final year-end statements (monthly statement). These serve
as the basis for year-end financial reporting. Explanations for accounts in which
expenditures exceeded budgets are requested at this time. When compiling the financial
data for the divisional input to the Annual Report, it is necessary to supply facts for the
six categories of expenditures.

1. Consultants (408) - Indicate the amount spent by each department for consultants. A
short narrative describing the type ot consultants hired should be included.

2. Travel (515) - Indicate the amount spent by each department for travel. A brief
description of the activities these funds supported should be included. Program-related
activities are to be clearly delineated from professional development travel.

3. Instructional Supplies (320) - indicate the amount spent by each department. A brief
narrative as to the items purchased (broad categories) should be included.

4. Equipment Maintenance (620) - For departments where this item exceeds $4,000, list the
equipment acrd associated cost.

5. Equipment Rental (630) - For departments where this item exceeds $4,000, list the rental
equipment and associated cost.

6. Expense Reimbursement (992) - For each department, list the source and amount of the
collections and the expenditures that were supported by the income.

15-4
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REMINDERS

Persons preparing information for the Quarterly Visibility Report should retain the
information from the first three quarters for inclusion in the Academic Year Report and
from all four quarters for the Annual Report for the fiscal year.

The same forms for collecting information for the Quarterly Visibility Report are used for
the Academic Year Report and the Annuzq Report for the fiscal year.

The Mission Profile is a good source document to use when preparing program
information for the Academic Year Report and the Annual Report for the fiscal year.

15-5
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ANNUAL REPORTING PROCESS

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarterly

3rd
Quarter

Visibility Visibility + Visibility
Report Report Report

(TAP/DPA) /DPA) (TAP/DPA)

1st
Quarter
Visibility
Report
(CDP)

+
2nd

Quarter
Visibility
Report
(CDP)

3rd
Quarter
Visibility
Report
(CDP)

student & program
data

+

Academic
Year

Report

4th
Quarter
Visibility
Report

(TAP/DPA)

TAP/DPA
annual

reports for
the

fiscal year

CDP
Summer Update

of
Academic

Year
Report

(includes 4th
Quarter Visibility
Report from CDP)

Divisions/Schools
financial
year-end
reports

./

ANNUAL
REPORT

for
the

Fiscal
Year



Chapter 16 Appendix A
Department Budget Numbers

111 Ill 1 III

DEPARTMENT
NUMBER NAME

NTIO Administration Programs (ADM)
410 Office of VP/Director
418 Public Affairs

Career Development Programs (CDP)
470 Office of Dean/CDP Administration
479 Department of Faculty Development

General Education Programs
420 General Education Administration

423 Performing Arts

421 General Education Instruction
422 Liberal Arts Support
427 Social Work and Criminal Justice Programs

424 Human Development
425 Psychological Services
426 Student Life
429 Physical Education and Athletics

477 Support Service Education

Business Careers
442 Business Occupations
448 Business Counseling Services
481 Business/Computer Science Support
482 Business Careers
483 Data Processing

114
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Science and Engineering Careers
441 Science and Engineering Careers
443 Industrial Technologies
444 Applied Science/Allied Health
446 Physics and Technical Mathematics
484 Electromechanical Technology
485 Science/Engineering Support
486 Construction technologies

Visual Communication Programs
445 Applied Photography/Media Production
449 Visual Communication Careers
447 Applied Art
487 Visual Communication Support
488 Printing Production Technology
489 VCC Counseling Services

Communication Careers
460 Communication Administration
461 Communication Instruction I
462 Communication Instruction II
463 Communication Instruction III
464 Communication Instruction IV
465 Communication Training
466 Technical and Career Communication
467 Communication Support
468 Communication Research

Educational Support Service Programs
471 Educational Support Services Programs
473 Educational Research and Development
476 Interpreting Services

Technical Assistance Programs (TAP)
430 Office of Associate Vice President/TAP Administration

Educational Specialist Program
437 Educational Specialist Program

Planning and Evaluation
439 Planning and Evaluation
419 Physical Plant Charges - Building 14

Career Opportunities
432 Career Opportunities
433 Career Outreach and Admissions
435 National Center on Employment of the Deaf
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Management Services
450 Management Services
451 Systems Development and Operations
452 Administrative Services
453 Word Processing, Duplicating, and Mail Services

Instructional Design and Technical Services
490 Instructional Design and Technical Services
491 Instructional Design and Evaluation
492 Instructional Television and Media Services
494 Training Development
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Appendix B
r Expense Object Codes and Titles

OBJECT
N/C* CODE OBJECT TITLE

N 110 Administrative & Professional
N 120 Instructional - Full-time
N 125 Educational Development Faculty
N 130 Technical, Clerical, Secretarial
N 141 Part-time Permanent - Admin./Prof.
N 142 Part-time Permanent Jeneral
C 145 Instructional Part-time
N 147 Instructional Day Summer QuartP
C 148 Instructional Day Summer Session
C 150 Student
C 15:-. Student, NT1D Work Study
C 155 Student, Co-op
N 165 Part-time Educational Development Faculty
C 170 Temporary Hourly
C 175 Temporary Professional - Non-Teaching
N 210 Social Security Expense
N 215 Unemployment Insurance
N 220 Retirement Contributions
N 230 Worker's Compensation
N 232 Long Term Disability Expense
N 235 Disability Benefits
N 240 Blue Cross/Blue Shield
N 241 Group Health
N 242 RHN

N 243 Blue Choice
N 250 Health Insurance Preferred Care
N 255 Group Dental Insurance
N 260 Group Life Insurance
N 270 Tuition Waiver - Faculty-Staff-Dependents
C 310 Supplies - Office .

C 315 Charges - RIT Instructional Resources
C 319 Charges - RIT Computer Services

16-5
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C 320
C 340
C 341
C 342
C 344
C 346
C 348
C 365
C 390
C 408
C 409
C 410
C 420
C 430
C 450
C 460
C 465
C 470
C 490
C 515
C 520
C 525
C 530
C 535
C 545
C 550
C 585
C 590
C 592
N 602
N 610
C 620
N 622
N 624
N 626
N 627
N 628
N 629
C 630
C 634
N 635
N 640
N 645
N 647
N 648
N 649
C 650
N 655

16-6

Supplies Instructional
Lab Supplies
Hearing Aids
Hearing Aid Batteries
Earmolds (O.H.A. and Clinic)
Hearing Aid Repairs (Clinic)
Misc. Access./Supl. (Clinic)
Software Lease/Purchase
Supplies - Other
Professional Fees
Honoraria
Advertising
Dues
Subscriptions
Postage
Bulletins
Catalogs
Telephone and Telegraph
Other Information and Communications
Travel Conferences and Committees
Hospitality and Reception
Recruitment :'acuity
Recruitment Staff
Recruitment Student
Moving and Relocation
RIT Vehicles - Petroleum
Local Meetings and Conferences
Other Travel and Hospitality
Sponsored Seminars (All costs)
Student Health Service Fees
Maintenance and Repair (Eldg.)
Maintenance and Repair (Equip.)
Non-Routine Maintenance - NTID
Admin. Rent - NTID Dorms
Custodial Services (Physical Plant)
Operating Engineers (Physical Plant)
Maintenance Services - (Physical Plant)
Grounds Services RIT
Rental Eq,..ipment
Rentals - NTID Support Teams
Fuel
Lights and Power
Water
Physical Planning Charges
Stores and Traffic Charges
Telecom Services
Laundry
Waste Collection
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N 660 Security Patrol Services
N 665 Taxes and Assessments
N 710 Insurance
N 712 Contingency
N 720 Grant-In-Aid
N 750 Overhead
N 753 Indirect Expense - Stage III
N 754 Indirect Expense - Dining Commons
N 755 Tuition Costs
N 760 Room Costs
N 765 Board Costs
N 773 Physical Education and Athletic Charges
N 775 Activity Fees
N 779 Medical Insurance
N 788 NTID Prior Year's Adjustment
C 790 Other Miscellaneous Expense
N 798 NTID Accrued Expenses
N 906 Building Repairs and Modifications
N 912 Equipment - Less Than $500
N 914 Equipment General - $500 and Greater
N 992 Expense Reimbursements

* N - Non-controllable expenses
C - Controllable expenses
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